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FOREWORD

Approximately 2 or 3 years ago when the Bureau of Higher Education was
carrying out its continuing task of Identifying issues which would bear on the
future quality of higher education, Dr. John L. Chase, a senior and widely
recognized investigator in the Office of Education, sumested that the rote and
effectiveness of teaching assistants merited comprehensive study. His

suggestion met a ready response. While it was soon evident that funds for a
comprehensive original Investigation were not available, Dr. Chase nevertheless
moved forward, relying upon secondary data sources and isolated institutional
studies of the subject.

The result of his efforts Is a highly readable and Informative study In which
he not only brings together the results of numerous studies and papers
concerning leeching assistants, but adds his own analysis and interpretation
with decisive insight.

Recent waves of campus unrest and disruption hive brought a renewed
interest in good teaching. The position of teaching assistants has relevance to
some of the actual issues of campus unrest, particularly in institutions with
Ittge graduate enrollments at the doctoral level. Certainty in these institutions,
with varying degrees of participation, the teaching assistant has a real Impict
on the quality of undergraduate instruction. At the same time, the teaching
assistant is concerned with how his assistantshir obligations may imtde the
rate at which he can move toward an advanced degree. Furthermore, he and
others are cincetned with the quality of his perfornuace as a teacher since it is
from the ranks of the teaching assistants that many future college and
university teachers will come. Finally, to know of the emensive instructions;
responsibilities actually carried out by teaching assistants is a constant
reminder of what may, in filet, be the be,1 indication of current shortages of
qualified faculty, especially for freshmar.sonhomore courses.

In this study, the author does not limit himself to descaing the status and
problems of teaching assistants within the framework of the scsdenk
hierarchy, but in a positive fashion makes recommendations for improving the
system for the betterment of all affected by it.

The study menu the attention of university administrators and faculty; also
of graduate students who labor in the academic vineyard for remuneration as
well aa for meaningful teething experience.

I cannot concl Ai this foreword without expressing my appreciation to
those individuals who provided data and to the many who have published
works on various phases of the problems and issues with which this study deals.

J. Wayne Reitt, Director
1%-.ision of University Programs

Bureau of Higher Education
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CHAPTER I GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE TEACHING ASSISTANT

(TA) SYSTEM

Popular Interest in The Problems of
Teaching Assistants

The literature of higher education in recent years contains many references
to the role of graduate teaching assistantsau indication of a growing popular
interest in and concern for the quality of undergraduate Instruction.

A fairly early example is Bernard Bert Ison's comment in his 1960 study of
graduate education:

It is no secret that the teaching assistant, more often than not, now
handles the dirty work in university instruction (one dean calls them the
"Intellectual dishwashers").

In the mid1960's an educational foundation officer, after visiting numerous
universities to examine programs of teacher training, reported:

The universities, in their need to staff elementary courses, have
thoroughly abused and prostituted the chief means of training prosper.
tine college teachersthe teaching assistantship.2

Following lerlthy hearings during the 89th Congress, a subcommittee in.
vestipting the quality of teaching In the sciences concluded:

Considering the Filmiest of college t .achers and the rising undergraduate
enrollments, it is clear that teaching assistants will for some time be a
part of the educational scene. The quality of the teaching they perform
will depend in large part on the attitude toward teaching exhibited by
the institutions hey serve. The bask problem is the development of
institutional attitudes that will foster the best teaching it Is possibk to
obtain. Perhaps the time ha come fora reel reasearrient of the ate of
teaching assistants, end a re-ereharion, by Institutions of Atha Meg-
rim', of their responsibility to proride odequete supervision end
guidence.i (Emphasis added.1

Another congressional subcommittee, investigating the impact of Federal
research programs on higher education, found a cotinectki between the use of
teaching assistants and recent campus disturbances:

I Iteese.1 ttettaG41, Oefideete Edweetion be the United Serra (New Yon: tatf3torMil.
Ise., 10641),0-0.

tie. Met WIN, "Who teaches the teseitecit" I. Cable b. T. Lee (ea.) triipeorelet "Atte
1, Alb led impedboesM (Wetatieetoa: kraerkta Coved ea tiveattoet, 1064),

hfarfeee teltatettott to the Seirowet at OW Nitta Sweet Repots of the Setteeatatittee ea
arkete, Research sod bretlotattat Coawelttee ea Schart sad Astrowietks, Maas of

tinges, Nth Newels, In Seiska, Serial l (treilliattos: Oormateetit Nadel
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Students have protested that they cannot have contact with ex
perienced professors, either in or out of the classroom. They complain

that they are being taught by graduate students, themselves as much

concerned with completing their own studies as with teaching under.

graduates; and not the best graduates, because the best ones are them.

selves involved in research.4

The chairman of a department of history, commenting on the present in.
adequate funding of graduate study, offered this observation:

Flinds often are so administered that a student is almost sure to fan to
accomplish all that is expected of him. The so.ctfiled teaching assistant.
ship Is a particular !Austria Ion. In practice they penalize the studies of a
student if he is serious about his teaching, and penalise his teaching if he
Is serious about his studies, Consequently, he Is put in the pickle of
choosing between victimizing himself and *drilling thr freshmen he
teaches. The graduate student Is likely to learn early that to slight
teaching is the price of academic survival .S

Similar quotations, which could be cited from many other sources, would
only serve to underscore the point: There is a growing awueotesspreading
from within academia to interested groups outsidethat there are many serious
problems associated with the unbutton of graduate teeching ssistants in con-
temporary American higher education. And these i roolems are of sufncknt
importance to growing numbers of people to merit careful and thotowh
analysis.

&fore proceeding, however, it should be pointed out that the expression
"teaching assistant" (TA),alused in this report, isa generic, not a specifk term.
The specific titles used by universities to designate graduate students who
perform instructional duties vary widely from one institution to another, and
even within Institutions. One university, for exampk, after examining Its own
practices, found that its departments employed 14 different titles to designate
such individuals. These Included such designations as "assistant lecturers,"
"readers," 'laboratory assistants," "ocelots," and so on. The common Wen
tilying characteristics, however, are that the individuals perform instructional
fOnctIons (broadly defined) of some kind, that they are not regular faculty,
and that they are (usually) graduate students working toward advanced
degrees. A convenient shorthand term, referring to the practice of employing
graduate students in undergraduate instruction, is the TA System.

40:4fiket &Nem eM !Well Reston* Norton ton eM Nano*? OceAb fro NW.
Etaotatoa: &Wive F'rom Mk Aeokatie mE OeMt atterestri Olatamotnets
trotwery Ir Mae *teem* mE Ilkeviltat Norma Slattaistrtte et Ilk Cloontinn at
&mammal' Operaitere, Haw of ittptontstion, ktt Omirts, in bolos. torah.
In Not (Irminostm: Oontsionn Minns OM* I'M A t.

/IWO Mono*, Intoritiou sal tottintolp of College teannts," lo 0. Kerry Ion
tIorreat toot It Meet tionnoo: Iltnetpmtotte tdoottno (Ittastnoltoo: Moo

eittioo tot 111 4t Mono*, Kenos, Womb* Montano*, 11064), p. I IA
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Origins of the TA System

There is, unfortunately, no good history on tNe use of graduate teaching
assistants in American higher education. Richard Storr's account of the
beginnings of graduate study in America describes several attempts to provide
financial support for students, most of Which failed. Cf these early efforts, he
has written:

By 1861 It was apparent that to induce young men to undertake
graduate study, a practical Incentive as well a: a love of knowledge was
required. Repeatedly, after 1850, educators pointed it the need for
financial aid to advanced students.... This war' one ni the few proposals
on which agreement was general .6

Whatever the agreement in principle, the actual provision of material
support was a long time In coming. Apparently the first large-scale successful
effort came with the establishment of the )ohns Hopkins University In 1876.
An essential part of President Daniel C. Gilman's plan was to recruit out
standing graduate students by awarding 20 fellowships a yearthen considered
a large number. Gihnares example in this respect was subsequently followed at
both Clerk University and the University of Chicago, and no doubt had much
to do with the success of these Institutions In launching their doctoral pro.
grams. 7 Although these fellowships were considered quite generous (usually
5400 to $300 a year) and apparently required no service in return, they were
not always adequate to meet student needs. For example, one of the early
teachers at Hopkins observed that although Woodrow Wilson held one of the
coveted fellowships, "Ile many other graduate students, Wilson lectured In the
outlying towns to supplement his income."S From a practice of lecturing out.
side of the university, it was doubtless ara easy transition to lecturing to under.
graduatesin all probability the origin of the TA System.

At any rate, the rapid growth of graduate enrollments and of the subsidising
of gaduate students through undergraduate teaching became a familiar feature
of most graduate schools during the last decade or so of the 19th century. That
the plight of graduate teaching assistants has not changed greatly over the yeas
Is suggested by the following recollection of a TA from that earlier period:

After spending a year in graduate study at Harrell:1,1 was appointed by
President Eliot Instructor in English. ... I read and marked over seven
hundred themes a week most of them were short themes, but some
were not. Whenever I entered my room, I was greeted by the bust pile of
themes on the table, awaiting my attention. I read very few books the

Rklutil / Stott, The alerboliko O Croiwate fee*** tit Amass (Canto: Vallyttlity
of Chicago Roc 1 On rp. 1 )0111.

/W. Canoe litra, Smart 14 fate, (AnNtorte &Peet Non (Nee Yon: Canoe* rom4stio*
foe Me Atnikopeet et TeathlAt. Maeda No )0,11019), No. 3), )1. St, I Mk

aRieAeN T. fly Owned 0040 Ofe Pen Mr* Tod: Moonlit**. 1030, F. 101.
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whole year there was no time. I never went to bed before midnight.
With the highest respect and admiration for my colleagues, nothing on
earth would have induced me to continue such brainfagging toil another
year

Whatever the similarities between the eadier and more recent periods, it
was, of course, the great influx of students after World War II -- a time when
there was a shortage of qualified senior faculty at universities that brought
the TA System Into full flower and, in so doing, made possible a great increase
in graduate school enrollments. The inseparability of the two developments
was clearly set forth in an early analysis by Professor Charles Kraus of Drown
University:

In many instances, graduate schools have been developed for the purpose
of providing assistants for the undergraduate division. The graduate
student is in need of funds with which to pay his way. ... the under.
graduate school is able to obtain a greater amount of service per dollar
from graduate students than from regularly qualified instructors....

This system is not ideal, either from the standpoint of the graduate
student or from that of the college. Yet it has some merit; after all, half*
loaf is better than no loaf. without thew graduate assistantships, many
promising men would be unable to undertake graduate work.10

To bring this brief survey up to date, the ensuing account of the current
situation included:

The character of most facultki has changed not only over the past
hundred yams but even over the past thirty. Until World Wu II even
senior scholars at leading universities did a good deal of what they de
fined as scut work, teaching small groups of lower-level students, reading
papers and examinations, and so forth.... Today, however, few
well-known scholars teach more than six hours a week, and in leading
universities many bargain for less. Even fewer read undergraduate exami-
nations and papers. At the same time the AAUP and other faculty groups
have pushed through "up or out" rules on faculty promotion, so that the
permanent assistant peofessot is now practically unknown at leading
universities. The routine problems of mast highet education here there
fore fallen by default to graduate students. These students hart assumed
the role of ship stewardr, mediating between the highly professionalired
faculty who run the curriculum and the still amateur undergraduates who
pursue it. Graduate teaching assistants handle quit 'talons, read exam-

1.Too Phelps, hverrlig School fowl Cbeete (Nr" Yoh: 14setegillso, 1111) pp.
111, 114. Shottly ellet theirs kft Herne& Ms Pen?, s note prokssoe of DOM
then, tAtenet1 that he had almost Ito comet Mut his ottleticadostes achl *et the
toms, of his her ker. cosines 61404.41os seettoste teed kielf assist sots. Seethes And
Coadly Troth (*stoat sod Ni* Yoe": Hooslito* 'lino, p. 141.

Ittltatles krtos,"fle Ftvilstioo of the Aweless Getiloste School," A At* thritett*, Vol.
11, No. (Astsesto 1/$1), pp. 10101.
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nations, listen to complaints, and generally protect the professor (roil
over-exposure to the ignorant.I I (Emphasis added.)

Shortcomings of the TA System

Recently there have been so many criticisms of the use of teaching assistants
that it is a little difficult to make a selection from the great mass of material
available. In this section, however, some views which seem representative of a
wider comensus will be presented.

The first is a rep:rt by W. Max Wise of the Danforth Foundation, whose
summary view of the way universities have "abused ant prostituted" e."
teaching assistantship has already been quoted."

The general tone of Wise's comments is indicated by a section of his paper
entitled "The Teaching Assistant: Intern or Serf?":

During the past two and a half years I have visited more than thIrtyfive
graduate schools In the United States and have had opportunities to talk
Informally with teaching assistants in many of these Institutions. I must
report that, with a handful of exceptions, the morale of these teaching
assistants is low. They believe they are being exploited by their Institu-
tions in order to meet the press of expanding undergraduate enrollments.
They report that they get little help from senior faculty members on the
teaching problems they encounter. They seldom report that they are
treated as young colleagues by members of the regular facu"f. instead,
more frequently they report feeling that they ate treated as ino. uals of
low status employed to do work that no one else wishes to du . In
general, teaching assistants are appointed by departments; however, little
or no attention is given to the quality of the person appointed or the
conditions under which he will work by the person responsible for
undergraduate teaching the dean of the college. $

A second recital of shortcomings, confirming and at the same time adding to
the list, comes from a report by the Cornmitt s on Student Aid of the Aft0Cia.
Hon of Graduate Schools:

The status of this kind of appointment (i.e,, the teaching assistantship)
has been declining. Although doctoral programs generally do an excellent
}ob of preparing the candidate to do research, they are likely to leave
preparation for undergraduate teaching pretty much to chance. The
teaching usistantship has too often been exptoltk as a source of cheap
labor rather than used to prepare the candidate foe his professional
rospontalilitiet. In innumerable casts it has extended beyond reason
the time required to complete the doctorate, or even prevented Its com-
pletion altogether. Undet present I.R.S. regulations virtually no teaching
assistantship stipends can be deducted from gross income ... whereas

ersraraistrwsiatkrisi

I Cloistophot hocit wd De la Nemo, Moo Wv between der Oesendosi" The
Recent, Toulon College, Colembh UsiStrilty, Vol. 0, No. 1 (October, 1%7), p.S.
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most research assistantship stipends are tax exempt. For all these
reasons, a teaching assistantship is less attractive than a research assistant-

and it usually pays considerably less than a Federally subsidized
fellowship or trainleship. Departments are likely to assign the less able
students to the teaching assistantships, the better ones to research assist-
antships or, of course, to Federally subsidized awards.I 4

Berelson, in his 1960 stndy, found that the teaching assistantship in fact had
at least three shortcomings:

(1) not all potential teachers have the experience; (2) many have it far
too long; and (3) the experience is insufficiently directed and planned.15

These criticisms provide only a partial listing of .the many shortcomings
charged against the TA System. Before examining other faults and evidence of
them, certain important characteristics of advanced graduate study need to be
explained. First, it is apparent that most teaching assistants are themselves
candidates for advanced degrees, usually doctoral degrees. Therefore, unless the
main thrust and intent of doctoral training is clearly understood, it would be
easy to expect graduate students tt behave in certain ways not expected of
regular faculty and to be puzzled by the discrepancies. In addition to this main
point, it is essential to look carefully at certain other characteristic features of
doctoral education, particularly the time required to complete all require-
ments, and the professional interests and career cnoices of doctoral gtaduates.
In the following sections, these subjects are delineated in some detail.

The Purpose of Doctoral Training

The essential nature of doctoral training is indicated by a statement made
dunng the 1920's by presidents of the Association of American Universities:
"... the Ph. D. shall be open as a research degree in all fields of learning, pure
and applied. ..."16

A more recent exposition of the subject reiterates the central point: "The
crucial test of a Ph. D. program is that the training shall prepare the individual
to advance our knowledge in one or more specialized fields."17

Finally in a statement developed by committees of the Association of
Graduate Schools in the A.A.U. and the Council of Graduate Schools in
the United States, and adopted in principle by both parent organizations
organizations which include nearly all doctorate-awarding institutions in the
United Statesare these observations:

The Doctor of Philosophy degree ... has become the mark of highest
achievement in preparation for creative scholarship and research... .

14.1ournal of ProceeCings and Addresses of the Association of Graduate Schools in the
Assodation of American Univenities (Austin, Texas: University of Texas Press, 1966),
p. 27. These criticisms were reaffirmed and amplified in a report by the same committee
a year later; so the 1967 volume, pp. 75-78.

I5Berelson, op. cit., p. 66.
16.1ournal of Proceedings and Addresses of the Association of American Universities,

1924, p. 27.
11Henry E. Bent, "The Meaning of the Ph. D. Degree: A Tribute to an Ideal," The !Deana!

of Higher Eduoatior, Vol. XXX111, No. 1 (January 1962), p.15.
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The Ph.D. program is designed to prepare a graduate student for a life-
time of creative activity and research, often in association with a career
in teaching at a university or college... . Undergraduate study concerns
itself primarily with transmission of existing knowledge and concepts;
doctoral study demands much more 'n that it devotes itself to developing
the student's capacity to make significant contributions to knowledge.18

Additional examples could be cited, but hardly seem necessary. The state-
ments quoted are representative of a viewpoint which developed in the last
quarter of the 19th century, as doctoral education developed in this country,
and probably reflect majority sentiment today. However, this viewpoint has had
criticsfrom William James to the present.0 But it seems clear that the critics
have not yet won the day. Any modification of Ph. D. training, therefore, if it
is to have a realistic chance of success, must take into account and, in fact,
build upon the main historical tradition of such training as it has developed
over the past century in. America from older European precedents. The sub-
stitution of some other, radically different, purpose e.g., the transmission of
inherited knowledge stands small chance of acceptance today.

Other degrees may be developed to serve other purposes, but the purpose of
Ph. D. training remains preparation for independent research. The graduate
teaching assistantship has developed within the framework of doctoral study,
and important consequences flow from this historical and contemporary
relationship.

The "Ph. D. Stretchout"
Few if any aspects of doctoral training have occasioned so much un-

favorable comment as the lengthy time lapse between receipt of the bachelor
and the doctoral degrees. Typical of the criticism is the following, from the
induction to an Association of Graduate Schools report by the Committee
on Expediting the Ph. D, Degree:

The cumulative index reproduced in the 1957 Proceedings of this body
discloses that the deans of AGS have deliberated the problem of ho,-,+ to
expedite graduate programs some three dozen times since 1900. A
cynical observer might suggest that they have grown fond of the
problem, that debating it has become a kind of annual ritual, a not very
serious attempt at exorcism by incantation. Your committee refuses to
accept this cynical view, in good part because they have learned by
experience ... just how grave a problem the stretchout can be. And,
you will not be surprised to learn, the problem shows no disposition to
go away, to solve itself."

18"The Doctor of Philosophy Degree" The Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States (Washington, D.C.: n pp. 1, 2.

18Jarnes' essay, "The Ph. D. Octopus," though often cited (cf. his Memories & Studies
(New York: Longman., Green & Co., 1911), pp. 329.347) actually is not a wry
profound or serious attack on the central nature and purpose of Ph. D. study certainly
not when compared with the more substantial later criticism of Thorsteln Veblen and
Abraham Flexner. It is sometimes overlooked that James himself did not have the
Ph.D.perhaps one reason why his views were discounted.

20Journal of Proceeding; and Addresser of the Association of Graduate School: in the
Association of American Universities, op. eft., 1964, p.61.
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The concern of the deans arises, of cotnie, from the discrepancy between
formal and actual conditions i.e., although in theory a candidate may com-
plete a Ph. D. program in 3 years of full-time study after the baccalaureate, in
fact most students actually take much longer. Just how much longer is evident
from data in table 1 data showing the median number of years between
baccalaureate and doctorate degrees required by a recent group of doctoral
graduates:

Table 1. Time Lapse Between Baccalaureate and Doctorate Degree:
Total Time and Registered Time, Aggregate United States

Doctoral Graduates, 1964.1968

Area of Doctorate

Median Years, Baccalaureate to Doctorate

Total Time Registered Time

Physics! Sciences and Engineering 8.3 6.1
Biological Sciences 7.3 6.3
Social Sciences 8.0 5.3
Arts snd Humanities 9.5 5.7
Professional Fields 10.8 8.0
Education 118 8.8

All Areas 8.2 6.4

Source: Fred D. Boercker (ed.), Doctorate Recipients From United States Universities,
1968-1966 (Washington: Moe of Sdentific Personnel, National Academy of Sciences,
Publication No. 1489, 1967), table 14, pp. 66-68. For evidence from earlier years, sae
Lindsey R Harmon and Herbert Sold; Doctorate Production in United States
Universities, 1920-1962 (Washington: NAS-NRC Publication No. 1142, 1963), tables 20
and 21. The data given show that the mean lapsed time for all fields from 1920-1961 was
9.8 years , and the standard deviation, 5.9 years.

As the figures indicate, the total time between the two degrees varied from a
low of slightly °vet 6 years in the "Physical Sciences and Engineerin3" through
progressively longer periods to a high of nearly 14 years in "Education." For
all fields combined, the median slightly exceeded 8 years.

"Registered time" the time spent by students actually enrolled in gradu-
ate school to complete degree requirements is of course much shorter and,
though the differences between fields are less, the general order of differences
is the same. This fact confirms Barelsons finding nearly 10 years ago: If only
"full-time-equivalent" study is considered, the differences between fields are
negligible.21 But If this is so, what causes the long lapsed time, or the 'Ph. D.
stretchout"?

The most definitive analysis of the duration of doctoral study is Kenneth
Wilson's report on the doctoral graduates of 23 southern universities during the
years 1950 to 1958. In this survey students were asked to rate the importance
of 15 listed factors contributing to the length of time required to complete

21Berelson, op. cit., pp. 156-160. In terms of full-time-equivalent study, Screlson found
that students in education and profeulonal fields required less time than those in
academic fields.
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degree requirements. The tive most important ones, each cited by more than a
quarter of the respondents, were, in descendhig order:

. discontinuity of graduate attendance, work as a teaching assistant,
nature of the dissertation subject, writing the dissertation off-campus
while engaged in full-time employment, and financial problems.22

Noteworthy is the fact that "work as a research assistant" was far down on
the list, in 13th place.23 The author's conclusion was:

The data point up a clear distinction between w'ik as a teaching assistant
and work as a research assistant in respect to judged influence on time
taken to attain the degree. Research appointments were infrequently
evaluated as contributing to "length," whereas teaching assistantships
were frequently judged to have had a lengthening influence."

Although Wilson's study was restricted to one geographical region, the con-
ditions of graduate student financial support and employment are similar in all
sections of the Nation. There is no reason for thinking that his findings would
not be equally true of graduate study in every other region of the country. The
evidence points clearly to the fact that the teaching assistantship is one. of the
major contributing causes to the "Ph. D. stretchout" so widely deplored by
critics of existing doctoral programs.

The Motivation of Doctoral Students: Career
Interest and Decisions

An earlier section of this chapter made it clew that the purpose of Ph. D.
training, as seen by faculty and administrators, was defined as training for
independent research. But how well does this goal fit the desires and ex-
pectations of students who enroll in such programs?

In the past, one of the often-repeated criticisms of doctoral training has
been that it does not prepare students well for what most of them will actually
do when they have earned their degrees, i.e., undergraduate teaching. Bereison
labels this criticism the "market-research", argument, which he paraphrases as
follows: "Most doctorates go into college teaching and few make real contri-
butions to research, so the graduate school should organize its training ac-
cordingly... " 26

In reviewing the evidence for this argument, Berelson made several telling
points. First, he found that from 1900 to 1958 the proportion of doctoral
graduates employed in higher education appeared to be slowly decliningfrom
more than 70 percent in 1900 to 60 percent in 1958. Second, although the
number of doctoral graduates entering higher education in 1958 was some-
what. greater than the number, entering other professions, it was not over-
whelmingly so. 26 But, as Berelson observed, the situation is more complex

22Kenneth W. Wihon, Of lime and the Doctorate: Report of an inquiry into the Duration
of Doctoral Study (Atlanta: Southern Regional Eduction Board, 1965), pp. 47-48.

231b/j pp. 46-59, and especially table 3.2, p. 47.
p.48

24Beselson, op. sit., p.48.
26/bid., pp. 50-51.
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than these data reveal. The argumen. for more emphasis on "college teaching"
in doctoral training can mean (1) employment in higher education, (2) under-
graduate teaching in junior colleges or elsewhere, or (3) undergraduate teaching
in a liberal arts college. The employment percentages Berelson cited actually
refer to (1) "employment in higher education," but, the argument for more
emphasis on the training of teachers has to do with (2), "undergraduate
teaching in a liberal arts college." However, Berelson's own data showed that
only 20 percent of the doctoral recipients surveyed were teaching under
graduates in liberal arts colleges. The 60 percent employment figure was, there
fore not as convincing as proponents of "college teaching" imagined; con-
sequently, Berelson concluded that the market-research argument did not
justify changing the emphasis in doctoral work from research to teaching. 27

More recent data that that from Berelsondata from the Doctorate Rteord:
File of the National AcAemy of Sciences-National Research Councilshow the
postdoctoral employment of graduates between 1958 and 1966, by 3.year
periods (see table 2).

The figures for "All Areas" show that the number of doctoral graduates
accepting college or university employment increased from 58 percent in
1958-60 to 59 percent in 1961-63 to 61 percent in 1964-66. Though the
change is small, it is consistent and sustained, Further, each of the major
academic areas reflects the same trend, although the large increases are in the
"Social Sciences" (five percentage points) and the "Fhysical Sciences and En.
ga:Jering" (nine points.) The latter seems particulary important, because higher
education has previously attracted relatively fewer graduates in 'these fields.

What is the significance of the recent changes? First, whatever the reasons
may be, it seems clear that in the past 9 years the competitive position of
higher education for doctoral. graduates has improved vis-a-vis alternative types
of employment. Thus, the long-term Jecline in the attractiveness of higher
education, which Berelson noted, seems to have been reversed, at least tem-
porarily. Second, the data cited do not disclose whether increasing numbers of
graduates are going into undergraduate E ,eral arts teaching, and in the absence
of evidence suggesting that they are, one suspects that they are not. So the
market-research argument remains unconvincing. Finally, the data in table 2
show only percentages, not absolute numbers, and the number of doctoral
degrees conferred in recent years has increased rapidly. 28 It is possible, then,
that the needs of government, industry, etc., have been adequately met by
declining percentages of larger absolute numbers.

Some further light on the career aspirations of graduate students was shed
by the Office of Education in a 1965 survey. Students were asked, among
other things, to state their expected first and long-term employers. Table 3
contains replies concerning first-time employers; and, in the column "4-Year
College or University," both anticipated first and long-term employers.

27gerelson, op. O., pp. 54.56.
28The number of degrees conferred in recent years is as follows: 196566: 18,239;

196667: 20,621;1967 -68: 23,091. Source: The Office of Education's annual Earned
Degree: survey.
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Table 2: Postdoctoral Employment of U.S. Doctoral Graduates of 1958-1966, by Academic Areas

Years of Percent Accept ng Employment With:
Doctorate College or University Government

Area
Industry

All Areas

Physical Sciences end
Engineering

Biological Sciences

Social Sciences

Arts and Humanities

Professioaal Fields

1958-60
196143
1964-66

1958-60
196143
196466

1t -60
1961-63
1964-66

1958-60
1961-63
1964-66

1968-60
1961-63
1964-66

1958-60
196143
1964-66

58
59
61

39
45
48

68
68
69

59
58
64

87
87

60
60
61

8 10
8 13
7 12

6 44
6 34
6 30

13 10
12 8
11 7

17 6
15 4
12 4

5
5
5

SOURCE: Doctorate Recipients From United States Universities Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences,
Publication 1489, 1967), Adapted from table 18, pp. 82-84. The percentages for other employment categories
"Professional Services," "Fellowships," and "Other"--have been omitted.



Academic Areas

Table 3: Anticipated Employers of Doctoral Students, Spring 1965, by Major Areas

Percent of Students Anticipating Employment

Junior College 4-Year Coil or University
First Long-Term Research Organization Federal Government

Miler

All Doctoral Students'

Education

Humanities
English and Journalism
Fine and Applied Arts
Fore ion Languages
Philosophy

Social Sciences
Psychology
History
Social Work, Social

Administration
All Other Social Sciences

Professional Fields
Business and Commerce
Health Professions
Library Science
Religion

Sciences
Biological
Physical
Mathematics and

Statistics
Agriculture and Forestry
Engineering

Private Company

3 54 63 13 4 10

7 39 51 3 1 1

4 88 94 1 3 1

7 75 85 2 1 4
3 83 88 3 1 1

1 94 94 1 1 1

1 46 53 11 2 4
6 82 88 2 2 2

27 42
2 70 78 6 4 5

3 82 74 12
1 48 50 16 6 14

67 75 6
63 70 1

1 69 61 25 2 B
2 42 56 25 7 23

2 66 76 11 4 11
49 50 28 8 9

1 29 48 31 8 31

Source: Survey of the Academic and Financial Status of Graduate Students, Spring 1965, U.S. Office of Education, table No. 13, p. 13, and table 14, p.17 (unpub-
lished data). Figures for such categories as elementary and secondary schools, hospitals, clinics, etc., have been omitted.



The figures show that 54 percent of all doctoral students anticipated first-
time employment with a 4year Institution; another 3 percent, with a junior
college. Further, 63 percent expecte that the long-term employer would be a
4-year institution. So the trend toward employment in higher education
appears to be accelerating beyond the 61 percent shown in table 2 (based on
actual employment choices).

A comparison of the figures for first and long-term employers is instructive,
for, with the exception of only two fields, the percentages are higher for
long-term employment with cAleges and universities than for firsttime. The
exceptions are "Business and Commerce," which seem understandable, and
'Plerosophy," a field in which 94 percent about as high a percentage as
possible anticipate both first and long-term employment will be in higher
education. In only two fields "Sock Work" and "Engineering" did fewer
than half the students indicate a preference for long-term employment in an
area other than figher education.

These data on student career interests, both comprehensive and recent,
provide additional confirmative evidence of postdoctoral employment trends
cited earlier. They show the strong attraction on the part of doctoral students
in most fields k three professional fields are the only exceptions) to longterm
careers in higher education. The relevance of doctoral training as a preparation
for achieving this goal is, therefore, a matter of prime importance, and a matter
pertinent both to the general structure and nature of doctoral training and to
the adequacy of individual programs of study. It is a question bound to be
raised by each new generation of students, since each has Its own distinguishing
characteristics, background, and interests. And within the general framework
of doctoral study, tire relevance of the teaching assistantship to this same goal
must also be established.

Summary

In this chapter the growth of the TA system has been viewed within the
evolving framework of doctoral study in American universities. A number of
major influences can be distinguished. First, although historical data are
sketchy, it appears that the graduate teaching assistantship became an accepted
institution primarily because of the financial needs of students. Othermeans of
support were simply nonexistent, at least for the majority, so the graduate TA
provided one major stimulus for the early growth of graduate enrollments.

In the years immediately following Wc rid War II, when institutions did not
have a sufficient number of regular faculty to cope with encnr.Jus enrollment
increases, an additional factor came into play. Institutions appointed large
numbers of surrogate faculty, in the form of graduate teaching assistants, and
relegated to them many of the routine Instructional chores for which regular
faculty had little Interest and for which they were really not essential. And, of
course, the apppointment of the TA's coincided with and made possible
furtker growth in graduate student enrollments.

A third major influence was the initiation by the Federal Government in
1958 (after Sputnik) ...f major programs for the advanced training of scarce
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specialized manpower. In the fields of perceived national shortages, massive
funds were made available in the form of research assistantships, fellowships,
and traineeships. The terms of these awards were, in most cases, so attractive
that the well-established teaching assistantship came to be regarded as a second-
or third-rate appointment. The inevitable result was that problems of morale
developed among TA's problems which commanded the attention of depart-
mental chairmen, deans, and other administrative officers.

A fourth major influence came to public attention in a dramatic way in
1964 when student demonstrations erupted on the Berkeley campus of the
University of California. This is the increasing dissatisfaction by students,
parents, alumni, and other influential groups with the quality of undergraduate
(particularly lower division) instruction. And of course tha graduate teaching
assistant has borr.e the brunt of much student criticism. It :teems likely that
this source of dissatisfaction will continue to grow until such time as measures
are taken to remedy the ills complained of.

In addition to the foregoing influences, some of the other characteristics of
doctoral study and of doctoral students have been examined. These include the
long time lapse between baccalaureate and doctorate degrees (with the teaching
assistantship contributing in a major way to the delays) and the strong
continuing interest of doctoral students in careers In higher education, as in-
dicated both by their stated preferences and by their postdoctoral employ-
ment.

In chapter 2, the universe of teaching assistantships is defined more sharply,
on the basis of existing stat!stical evidence.
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CHAPTER II STATISTICAL DIMENSIONS
OF THE TA UNIVERSE

Relationship of Teaching Assistants to
Enrollments and Faculty

This section contains information pertaining to trends in the growth of
teaching assistants and related trends in student enrollment and the number of
faculty employed.

Table 4 shows data concerning these several categories for the years 1953
and 1965. On the left side are figures for degree-credit enrollment and, on the
right, figures for instructional staff. The reader's attention is invited particulary
to the percentages in the bottom row. Although graduate enrollment more
than doubled over the 12-year period (110 percent), it was exceeded by the
155 - percent increase in first-time enrollment. Similarly, although regular staff
of the rank of Instructor and above increased by 103 percent, junior instruc-
tional staff by and large, graduate teaching assistants increased by 145
percent. From these differential growth rates, it can be seer. that the increased
instructional responsibilities of universities have been made possible by the
appointment of large numbers of junior instructional staff, orgraduate teaching
assistants.

If a further perusal of table 4 should prompt the question, "Where are the
statistics for graduate TA's?" The answer is that, if the statistics are reliable, they
are included on both sides of the table in the graduate student enrollment,
on the left side, and in the junior instructional staff, on the right. There is,
however, an important qualification to this statement. The instructions for the
faculty survey stated that, with respect to junior instructional staff, institutions
were to "count assistant instructors, teaching fellows, teaching assistants, and
laboratory assistants only if their functions included Instruction of students."'
Thus, many graduate students appointed as TA's by institutions would not be
included those in English, for example, whose sole function is the grading of
exams, or those in the sciances, whose work consists of tending greenhouses or
animal laboratories, or simply assisting with lab experiments. It follows, then,
that the figures on junior instructional staff, large as they are, undoubtedly
understate the true growth.

Distribution of TA's by Type of Institution

The purpose of this section is to answer the question, "How are the TA's
distributed among the various types of higher educational institutions?"

Table 5 shows the numerical and percentage distribution of TA's in 1959
and 1963, by type of institution, and, for purposes of comparison, the percent-
age distribution'of regular faculty in 1963.

ISee Faculty and Other Professional Staff li Institutions ofHIgherEducatIon. Fall Tom,
1963.64. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 0E-53000-64, Circular No.
794, 1966, p. 99, par. 3B (Wuldngton, D.C.: Government Printing Office).
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Table 4: Enrollment and Faculty In Higher Education, 1953 and 1965a

Enrollment in Higher Education Instructional Staff in Higher Education

yellf Total Resident & Degree-
Credit Enrollments

FirstTime DegreeCredit
Enrollment

Graduate Degree Credit
Enrollment Total Staff

Instructor and
Above

Junior Instructional
Staff

1 2 3 4 6 6 7

1965
1953

5,626,3250
1,514,712

1,441,822°
565,9690

682,000d
276,999°

432,000d
20R,5479

368,588d
182,9289

65,000d
26,5199

Numerical
Increase 3,011,613 875,853 305,001 223,453 186,660 38,481

Percent
Increase 119.8 154.8 110.1 107.2 102.5 145.1

°All date are for the 50 States and the District of Columbia.
b"1 nstructional Staff" excludes staff employed for general administration, libraries, organized research, extension, and noncredit work. Source:

1963 data are from Faculty and Other Professional Staff In Institutions of Higher Education, Full Term, 1963-44 Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 0E-52000-64, 1966, sable 13, p. 18 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1066). For 1965 data, tee
footnote d, below.

cDigest of Educational Statistics: 1966, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, OE-10024-66, tables 77 and 80 {Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1966).

dProlectIons of Educational Statistics to 1975-76. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, OE-1003066, tables 11 and 27 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 19661.

°Digest, op. cit., table 82.
flirki., table 80.
91b/d., table 92.



Table 6: Distribution of Junior Instructional Staff, by Type of Institution,
1959 and 1963, and of Faculty for Resident, DegreeCredit Instruction, 1963

Item
Junior Instructional Staff Faculty for Resident Degree-Credit Courses,

Instructor or Above, 19631959 1963
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Total, 4-Year
Institutions 38,441 100.0 52,643 100.0 273,387 100.0

Universities 31,300 83.0 44,696 84.9 144,227 62.8

Liberal Arts
Colleges 2,693 7.0 3,715 7.1 78,488 28.7

Teachers Colleges 731 1.9 659 1.2 20,778 7.6

Technological Schools 1,383 3.6 2,704 5.1 11,416 4.2

Theological end
Religious Schools 290 .8 161 .3 4,185 1.5

Schools of Art 85 .2 79 .2 2,534 .9

Other Professional
Schools 1,359 3.5 629 1.2 11,769 4.3

Less than 4-Year
Institutions 178 151 32,072

Sources: Faculty and Other Professional Staff, 1959-60, op. cit., table 10, p. 11, end Facuhy acrd Other Professional Staff, 1963-64,
op. clt., table 8, p. 10.



Inspection of the figures reveals that in 1959 universities employed 83
percent of all TA's and, in 1963, nearly 85 percent. This is much larger than
their 53 perccat of regular faculty.

Of the ether 4year institutions, liberal arts colleges employed 7 percent of
TA's, and techoologia schools, 5 percent. Other types of institutions ern
ployed under 2 percent each.

Thus, in 1959, the universities, liberal arts colleges, and technological
schools together employed 94 percent of the TA's, and in 1963 each type
increased its share of the total for a combined 97 percent. In these three types
of institutions regular faculty constituted 86 percent of the total in 1963.
Thus, the TA's ate more highly concentrated than teguiar faculty?

Concentration of TA's In Large Institutions

The previous section established the fact that an overwhelming majority of
TA's is concentrated in universities, with a relatively minor proportion In
liberal ails colleges and technological schools. Data presented in this section
show that, within the category of universities, there is a high concentration in
the very large institutions.

A further breakdown of the data on Littructional staff at all institutions and
large public and private institutions in 1959 and 1963 is shown in table 6.

The term 'large," as used in this table, means those institutions each of which
reported employing 100 or more junior Instructional staff.

Section I of the table shows junior instructions) staff at all institutions.
From 1959 to 1963, the number of such Institutions rather surprisingly de.
dined from 761 to 604, but because of the increase in total number of such
stiff, the average number per institution increased from SI to 87. Junior staff
as a percent of regular faculty Increased moderately, from 1S.8 to 17.3 per.
cent.3

Section 11 gives comparable data for all large" institutions. Their share of
all junkie instructional staff Increased sharply in this short period from 81 to
87 percent. Furthermore, while junior staff comprised only I7 percent of
fultime faculty in all Institutions, the number in the large schools rose from
S3 to 60 percent. Eviciently the bulk of the TA problem Is in these large
institutions, which numbered 88 In 1959 and 114 in 1963.

At the large private institutions, examined In section III of the table, the
number of junior staff increased moderatelyas did the number of institutions

1011111MIIMA.10011W

Adkatiollel alb a Oslo lattteetioal staff tad ttplet fealty, fats ItiS Masse%
less, as Sleet leteasle, at sine M appettal A. tebee A.I. Tsbk Al M appettax A
amulet ale os lb. aeoloot al penal of leek* lastratioaal weft N peble al
petals Imehtlotts, at !yew laterals, Aosa !SS %tires% INS.

/to stow plat Mane Maui MN as a petal of meat fealty may be tottaltbat
waleetlisp. dote Me fame ere gamily pettes. stiff. Fartbeasote, Ore fell -tine
metals.' of sub Neff an oat/ be sarabei. Taw tie oat/ 'rays of esthaseies ate
eoattibetloa of Salo, Neff, sod woe of tam ea rearteell M (*apt* 3. A moat
pobllatiott, foe etsetple, reggaes slat aisay stivenPties Whew* IS all 30 petteal
of all stvkat coolacts for Ivestrectiossi emit% a gahste etedeak." Vistas,
Nowa, Xeaseth t5. Owl, al Maim , The OrNisett Snolleet A ip flrector (Wash-
Irtitoo, b.C.t Madam Cook, ee them**. I ttS, p. S4. here ate meow. foe be-
Ilales lass 11101100Ot the orikkreVelsatet slit tele el stsaeree Weida, ealelaels.
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Table 6: Junior Instructional Staff end FullTime Faculty,
Instructor or Above, at All U. S. Institutions and at Large

Private and Public Institutions, 1969 and 1983

Item 1969 1963

I. Junky Instructional Staff (Jr.S.) and Faculty at All
U. S. Institutions

I. Total U. 8. 38,819 62,894
2. Institutions reporting Jr.S. 761 604
3. Average number of Jr.S. per Institution 61 97
4. Full-time faculty, Instructor of 'bomb 244.481 305.469
5. Jr.S. as e percent of full-time faculty 15.8 17.3

II. Instructional Staff at Levi Institutions (employing
100 or more Jr.S.

1. Total *S. 31,148 48,011
2. Asa percent of U.S. total 80.7 P'.3
3. Number of large institutions se 114
4. Average number of Jr.. per Institution 354 404
6. Full-time faculty, instructor or above 69,220 78,840
& Jr.8. as a percent of full-time faculty 62.8 80.0

Ill. Instructional Staff et Large Private Institutions
(100 or more &Ai

1. Total Jr.S. 13,G04 18,164
2. Asa percent of U.S. total 33.7 30.7
3. Number of Isrge privet' Institutions 41 47
4. Average number of Jill. per Institution 311 344
6. Futtime faculty, Instructor or *CAI 22.476 29,978
b. Jr.S. as a percent of full-time faculty 67.1)

IV. Instruction d Stiff at Large NAM Institutions
1100 or more *Ai

1. Total Jr.S. 19,142 20,867
2. Parc.trt of U.S. oat 47.0 56.7
3. Number of WV Pubik iuttturions 47 117

4. Average ft unber of Jr.S. par institution 398 448
5. Full-time faculty. Instructor or above *744 48,794
6. Jr.S. as a percent of fulttima faculty 49.4 83.9

Source: Tr.* reports, Pm". act ()the' Prohsileo41 tar In Institutions of Moho
Edueabtoa, Pit mm,, W*44 end 06344, 00. et The above Noes here been her 1-
tibuteted from thaw sources.
It *ducting U.S. Service &hoots.
b"Ftr9-time faculty" Is defined more tufty le "faculty for resident Instruction In degree-
credit tourism" and exthsdee staff for general edmInlstratIon, librettos, orpentrod reseerch,
extension,
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and the average per institutionbut at a rate so much lower than at other
ifistitutions that the private share of the national total declined from 34 to 31
percent. Within the total instructional staff, the share of the junior staff also
declined, from 58 to 54 percent. Sinx the average number per institution,
however, was very close to the average for all large institutions, one must
conthiu'e that TA problems are similar at most large institutions, public or
private.

Section IV of the table summarizes the situation at large public institutions:
During the years in question, the junior staff increased from about 18,000 to
nearly 30,000, and from 47 to 58 percent of the U.S. total. The number of
institutions reporting 100 or more junior staff increased from 47 to 67, and the
average number per institution was 100 more than at the private institutions.
Finally, junior star u a percent of regular faculty increased from about SO to
64 percent.

Graduate Enrollments and Doctoral Degrees Conferred
At Large Institutions, 1959 and 1963

Graduate teaching assistants are of course, students as well as teachers,
consumers as well as producers of education. And as consumers they are candi
dates for advanced, usually doctoral degees. To understand their situation,
therefore, it is important to elucidate the relationship of TA's to graduate
enrollments and doctor's degrees, particularly in those large institutions where
a majority o: both are concentrated,

Section 1 of table 7 presents figures on graduate enrollments and doctor's
degrees conferred at all US. institutions; also, at the same large institutions
cited in table 6 (i.e., those employing 100 or more junior instructional staff).
According to the data, it appears that the large instituOns, over the period
shown, increased their share of graduate enrollments from S9 to 62 percent,
and the number of doctor's degrees melded from 88 to over 90 percent.

The reverse was true in large private institutionsu indicated in action 11
of table 7. Their share of graduate enrollments slipped from 27 to 26 percent,
and doctor's degrees declined from 41 to 38 percent. This trend, of course,
parallels a similar decline In their share of junior staff employed, as shown in
table 6.

In section III the growth patterns in large public institutions are plain. Their
share of graduate enrollments increased from 31 to 36 percent, and their share
of doctor's degrees from 48 to S2 penent. This growth parallels that in junior
instructional staff, as shown in table 6. Quite clearly, over the period indicated,
the large public institutions have simultaneously increased their share of
graduate enrollments, of junior instructional staff, and of doctoral degrees

conferred. And quite clearly, also, hi view of the nature of the subjector,
mote property, the dual nature of the subjectsuch a pattern was inevitable,
since "graduate enrollments," "doctoral graduates," and 'junior instructional
staff" are different names for, or different aspects of, the same individuals.

Trends in Graduate r.nrollrnent and Financial
Support, 1954 anu i966

In one respect, at least, advanced study today Is no different than it was
fifty oe a hundred years ago: I lost enrolled graduate students require financial
20



Table 7: Graduate Enrollment and Doctor's Degrees Conferred at all Institutions
and at Carpe Private and Large Public Institutions, 1956 and 1963

Item 1959 1961

AM Institutions

1. Total U. S. graduate enrollment 304,831 413,368
2. Enrollment at largo Institutions 178,442 264,820
3. Percent at large institutions 68.6 61.8
4. Total U.S. doctor's degrees 9,360 14,490
6. Degrees conferred by large institutions 8,270 13,070
8. Percent at large institutions 88.4 90
7. Number of large institutions 88 114

Large Privets Institutions

1. Graduate enrollment 83,607 107,454
2. Percent of U. S. total 27.4 290
3. Doctor's degree. conferred 3,805 5,530
4. Percent of U. S. tots! 40.7 38.2
6. Number of institutions 41 47

Ill. Large Pu'lie Institutions

1 Gredue to enrollment 94,835 147,168
2. Percent of U. S. total 31.1 36.7
3. Doctor's degrees conferred 4,485 7,540
4. Percent of U. S. total 47.7 52.0
6. Number of Institution 67

Sources: Graduate enrollment figures are from the reports (moment for Adesotel Degrees, FM OE- 64019, and 1963, OE-54019-43
( Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, Department of Heath, Education, and Welfare, 1981 and 1965), Doctor's degree Noun.;
are from the reports Earned &arse Cantered, 1968-69, Of -54013, and 1962-52 0(84013 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, Department of )4.elth, Education, and Welfare, 1981 and .985.) Figures for large institutions hove been handtabulated.



support of some kind. Furthermore, the amount and kind of support have very
different consequences, since some kinds of support impose conditions which
considerably delay a student's completion of work, while others do not. In this
and the following sections, trends in the growth of financial aid for graduate
study will be examined; also the distribution of the principal forms of support
among the major academic areas.

Table 8 contains figures on graduate enrollments and graduate student
stipends, by major academic areas, for 1954 and 1965. Careful examination
reveals a number of important points. One of these is that, although
enrollments have nearly tripled, stipends have increased by over S times, so
that stipends in relation to enrollments have Increased from 22 to 40 percent,
and the proportion of students receiving support from stipends has nearly
doubled.

With respect to the major academic areas shown, in 1954 "Education" had
the lowest ratio of stipends to enrollments, and, despite a five-fold increase,
was still lowest in 1965.

In the "Humanities," the number of stipends increased over S times, and the
number of students supported rose from 27 to 44 percent. The ratio of
"Humanities" students supported in 1965 almost reached the ratio attained by
"Natural Sciences" students 11 years earlier.

In the "Natural Sciences," the relative increases were not as great as In some
other areas. However, the ratio of stipends to enrollments to "Natural
Sciences" was the highest (45 percent) of all areas in 1954, and remained
highest (over two-thirds) in 1965.

The 'Professional Fields" had the second lowest share of support in 1954,
and, despite impressive gains, were still second lowest in 1965.

Finally, wheteas In 1954 only about one-quarter of "Social Sciences"
students received stipends, by 1965 the proportion had increased to over
one-half. In 1965 they me second to the "Natural Sciences" in the ratio of
students supported.

The differences cited are not new to anyone familiar with problems of
graduatt-student financial support. They do, however, illustrate some of the
difficulties of trying to generalize about the adequacy of financial support for
graduate study, and of achieving equity among students whose principal differ-
ence is the field or discipline in which they are enrolled. Additional differences
In the types of support available are examined in the following section.

Number and Distribution of Graduate Student
Stipends, by Type and At edemie Areas,
1964 and 1966

Table 9 depicts a breakdown of the total stipend figures in table 8, by type
of stipend. The three major categories are teschthg assistantships, research
assistantships (RA's), and (nonduty) followshies.4

4 A yowl% category of support, not shown le 1st* 1, is that of tuition wtolrets. Altboatb
flowti foe these are staReble, they are Oohed to be kw tilisble Mem tame foe otbet
stipends. They we probsbly kit etptificeat than the *Met fogs, too, dace they we
ate* totablerell wttb one of the **bet types.
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Table 8: Graduate Enrollments In Relation to Stipends, by 41:jor Academic Areas, 1954 and 1965

Ares: (Indust Enrollment Number of Stipends Stipends es a Percent of Enrollment

Education
1954 69,917 1,841 3
1965 133,478 19,328 14

Percent Increase 123 950 --
Humanities

1964 15,709 4,218 27
1966 53,Z19 23,672 44

Percent !messes' 239 460 --
Natural Sciences

1954 50,884 22,770 45
1966 135,888 91,848 68

Percent intrude 187 303 --
Professions, Fields

1964 22,604 2,843 13
1965 65,904 15,641 24

Percent Increase 193 450 --
Social StiOn03

1954 22,663 5,338 24
1965 73,638 38,001 63

Percent 'some 228 825 --
Total

1954 171,557 37,038 22
1965 477,635 189,078 40

Percent Increase 178 410 --
Sources: The 1954 figures we from the National Science Foundation report Graduate Student Entailment and Svpport n Amerkan Whet%
sides and Colleott, 1954 (Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office, NSF 57.17,19571. TM 1963 figures are from an Office of Education
Survey In 1986, the highlights of which ere reported in TM Acsdemk, and 'Mendel Stem of Grady** ,Stvdentt, 196$. by J. Scott Hunter
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 08-154042 (Weshktron, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1987). The latter was bated ona

swipe" of students, selected to represent graduate enrollments in the fell of 1964. TM numbers are therefore not precise, and the percentages
have bean rounded to the merest *hole number.



Table 9: Number and Percent of Stipends, by,Type and by Academ!c Areas, 1964 and 1966

Areas All Stipends
Teaching

Assistantships
Research

Assistantships Fdlowships

Numb', Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Portent

Education

1964 1,641 100.0 1,043 58.8 298 18.1 602 27.3
1965 19,328 100.0 8,872 35.8 3,503 10.1 8958 48.3

Humanities
11

1954 4,218 100.0 3,053 72.4 193 4.8 970 23.0
1966 23,572 100.0 12,784 64.1 1,649 7.0 9,159 38.9

Natural Sciences

1964 22,770 100.0 9,107 40.0 9,668 42.0 4,105 18.0
1986 91,848 100.0 23,398 32.0 31,115 33.9 31,335 34.1

Professiofti Fields

1954 2,843 100.0 813 28.8 403 14.2 1,827 67.0
1985 15,641 100.0 3,744 23.9 3,791 24.3 8,108 619

Social Sciences

1954 5,338 100.0 2,507 48.7 1,410 28.3 1,449 27.0
1966 38,891 100.0 10,638 27.6 8,988 23.2 19,087 49.3

Total

1954 37,038 103.0 18,523 44.8 11,880 32.0 8,653 23.4
1046 189,128 100.0 63,412 33.5 49,093 28,0 78,823 40.6

Portent Mamie 410.7 - 283.8 - 3139 - 785.5 -

F gum foe 1 066 do aot Include octrolersh !pi, since these were not Included in the 1064 report. For sources, see footnotes to table8, types.



The large increase in the total number of stipends has already been noted in
table 8. Within this total, the greatest growth over 8 times has been in
fellowships, i.e., nondu;y stipends; research assistantships, which increased by a
factor of more than four were next; and TA's, with an increase of "only" 284
percent, were last.

One consequence of these differential growth rates has been a substantial
realinement of the share of support provided by each major type. In 1954 TA's
accounted for the most frequent type of support, 4S percent of the total; RA's
provided for a third, and fellowships for the remainder. By 1965, however,
these relationship, had markedly changed: TA's provided for one-third of the
total, RA's for a little over a quarter, and fellowships had taken over the lead,
with 40 percent a fcc different support pattern than that prevailing a decade
earlier.

Figures for the major academic areas show, however, that the averages for
all fields conceal great variations in Individual areas.

In "Education," for example, half of all support in 1954 came from TA's,
about a quarter from fellowships, and onesixth from RA's. Eleven years later,
fellowships provided nearly half of all support, TA's over a third, and RA's
between a fifth and a sixth. When compared with the proportion for all areas
combined, the availability of kA's in "Education" seems low.

In the "Humanities," the 1954 pattern of support was very uneven:
nearly threefourths of all support was from TA's, the highest proportion of
any area, both in 1954 and in 1965; and the number of RA's in the total S

percent in 1954 and 7 percent in 1965 was in sharp contrast to most other
fields. This combination of chxrscteristics a heavy dependency on TA's and a
great paucity of RA's marks the "Humanities" as unique.

The "Natural Sciences," as noted before, have long been the most gen.
trously supported of the major academic areas. In 1954, TA's and RA's each
provided for about 40 percent of the total, the remaining 18 percent corning
from fellowships. By 1965, the latter category had incresased so much that
each mato: type of support provided for about one-third of the total. This
more even distribution, as well as the high proportion of students supported,
distinguishes the "Natural Sciences" from the other areas.

In the "Professional Fields," the principal change over the 11yeat period
has been in the relatively greater share of support provided by RA's in 1965,
compared with that prevailing in 1954.

The 1954 pattern of stipends in the "Social Sciences" shows 47 percent for
TA's and a little over a quarter each for RA's and fellowships. By 1965, fellow.
ships accounted for nearly half the total, with TA's amounting to 28 percent,
and RA's, 23 pettent.$

Work Performed by Graduate Assistants

As a result of a surrey of graduate students made by the U.S. Office of
Education In 1965, considerable information was obtained about the kinds of

Tibia 3-A la ow*** A cootaina a &et &Id bet:kabalist of stipends, as reported is tin
1515 Office of FAlwestoo ram?.
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Table 10: Number of Groduste Student Assistants Performing Specified Duties, Spring of 19654

Duties Performed

Fields

Tasching Research
(trading
Paws

Constructing
Exert{

Professions.
Sert, ices

aerial
Duties Other Administration

Resident
Cou noel ksg

All Fields 82,408 80,047 44,128 27,393 12,196 11,067 10,352 3,9411 3,429

Physical Sciences 11,190 12,935 7,995 3,186 845 520 1,106 65 198
Biological Sciences 7,550 8,732 5,072 3,343 1,210 345 1,210 00 96
Education 7,020 4,882 3,084 2,269 1,800 2,428 1,600 1,021 909
English 4,912 918 3,995 2,621 380 884 539 196 229
All Other Social

Sciences 4,908 8,317 4,229 3,299 se 7 1,870 780 574 365
Mathematics end

Statistks 4,821 1,499 3,345 2399 416 138 322 92 116
Engineering 4,141 9,063 3,852 1,444 1,165 96 770 192 385
Foreign Languages 3.889 804 2,871 2,174 273 699 510 138 222
Fine A Applied Arts 2,877 700 1,325 776 1,101 8.:5 700 450 100
History 2,472 1,216 2,614 1,671 187 607 440 146 12$
Psychology 2,423 3,929 2,248 1,331 861 1,136 687 196 216
Business and Commerce 1,727 1,997 2,429 1,025 593 983 377 377 21$
ktiscelteneous 1,143 1,033 908 828 234 328 203 156 82
Agriculture end

Forestry 938 3,619 769 394 325 147 384 so 39
Philosophy 832 270 763 497 36 86 156 14 49
Health Proftseons 818 1,981 482 243 535 38 304 48 12
Religion 584 100 30/ 201 141 60 100 60 40
Library Science 148 87 122 70 290 271 62 43 17
Social Work 31 225 60 25 1,291 12 200 25 37

Percent of Total 26 25 20 12 5 8 1

*Source: U.S. Office of Education Survey, 1988, cit.
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duties performed by graduate assistants, and a summary of some of these
findings is presented in table 10. The kinds of duties are listed from left to
right, in descending order according to the number of students engaged in each.
Thus, the bottom row shows that 26 percent of the students were involved In
classroom teaching, 23 percent in research, 20 percent In grading papers, and
12 percent in preparing examinations. These four categories accounted for 83
percent of all assistants; no other category involved more than 5 percent.
However, in particular fields some of the other d. ties were important. For
example, in "Education," in comparison with other fields, a sizable number of
students were engaged in professional services, clerical duties, administration,
resident counseling, and "other."

How much time did the students (table 10) spend on their assigned duties?
Fortunately, this question was asked In the Office of Education 1965 survey,
and a short summary of the answers Is presented in table I

Table 11. Hours Per Week Worked by Graduate Assistants

Hours Per Week Number of Stipend Holders Percent of Total

Under 10 13,666 12.9
10 to 14 18,148 114
1St( 19 14,272 13.6
20 to 24 34,810 33.2
26 to 29 3,744 3.8
30 to 34 4,562 4.4
35 to 39 2,130 2.1
40 end over 15,515 14.8

Totst 104,192 100.0
1111111111=1,

Solace: U. S. °Mce of tefication Surrey, 196S.op. dr.

These statistics reveal that the modal range of hours worked is 20 to 24
an indication that most assistantships tre whet* regarded as half-time jobs.
How these hours are computed, especially for those who teach, is impossible to
say. One would hope, however, that hours spent In preparation for a class
would be included, as well as time for grading exams, advising students, and so
on.

The wide range of duties (table ID), as well as the hours required to perform
them (table 11) raise a number of questions. One wou'rd like to know, for
example, how many of the duties contribute either to a student's progress in
his own studies or to his professional preparation as a future college teacher.
Presumably classroom teaching would fall In the tatter category, and re-
searchat least in an area of one's own choosingin the former. However, the
value of these activities would surely depend to a considerable degree on the
amount of supervision and feedback involved; also, on the duration of the
assivwnent. One's fast teaching assignment, for example, usually involves a
good deal of learning, whereas teaching the same section of the same elemen-
tary course year after year usually does not.

Mother question concerns data in table 10. It has already been noted dui
one-third of the sssistants worked 20 to 24 hours per week; 42 percent, less
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than 20 hours per week; and nearly a quarter, more than 24 hours, including
almost IS percent who logged 40 or more hours per week. The high number of
hours appears to be a heavy burden for fulltime students, unless, as is possible,
the students were engaged in research for their dissertations. If they were not
if they were, in lid, spending a large amount of time on duties connected with
teaching then it is easy to understand why holding a teaching assistantship
has been, for many, a major delaying factor In completing requirements for the
Ph. D. But again, as with several similar matters, this determination is merely
speculative.6

Differing Perspectives Regarding the TA's Role

In earlier sections of this chapter, statistical evidence concerning recent
trends and relationships in the TA universe has been presented. Some of these

relationships are quite complex, and as the number of TA's increases (as un-
doubtedly it will), the complexities will also increase. A better understanding
of these complexities can be obtained if the TA's role and performance ate
considered from different perspectives. The purpose of this section is to
examine several of these.

A recent report, based on extensive studies and conferences at the Wm-
dty of Rochester, documents the nature of three perspectives regarding the
TA's rolethe view of undergraduates, that of the graduate TA's themselves,
and that of departmental chairmen.? The undergraduate view, because it com-
bines quite favorable comments on some aspects of TA performance with
critical observations on other points, is difficult to characterize. In general,
however, undergraduates feel that Th's manifest greater variationsboth good
and badthan do regular faculty. They cited shortcomings of TA performance
in some detail. in the words of the report:

Criticism arises when the graduate student instructor is unprepared, has
not done the reading, misses classes, cannot be found in his office, is
boring even when discussing interesting topics, is incomprehensible, does
not try to be clear, talks to himself rather than to the dass, assigns gtades
but does not make comments on performance, loses papers, exams and
records, is aloof, anxious, hostile, disorganized, fearful, ls,y, careless, or
preoccupied .1

It does not seem necessary to debate the merit of these allegations; after all,
they ate based on evidence. The important point is that undergraduates notice
such shortcomings and are critical of them.

....1111.111.441i11

Stable 4-A in appestats A provides additional data on stipend holders, ty the sambet
of hoses 'rocked pee week. Foe eistnple, 10 Wont of *Indents suiting on their doc-
toral dissertations wotted 40 hors of more pet week to retain tot then stipends.

7tionfis, Clark. and Roc*, op, oft The report hi questior is based on wavy and Interview
evidence gathered at the University of Rochester, pies rerostrnindstions made by is.
oriented edocators attending two late* conferences.

aINd., pp. )i, 211
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A second perspective Is that of the graduate IA's themselves. Three wine,.
pal areas of concern emerge from their comments. First, the TA's feel that they
do not receive enough guidance and assistance from senior faculty in their
dims to become effective teachers. According to the report:

They want better preparation, supervision, and evaluation but usually do
not know where to direct, or how to express, their requests or how to
invite faculty to become more involved in this part of their graduate
training.9

This view will probably come as a surprise to those who have felt that TA's
might resent closer faculty supervision. Apparently the contrary is trueTA's
take their teaching seriously and would welcome the assistance of experienced
faculty.

A third problem in the words of the report:

... is the teaching assistant's uncertainty about his status or his
certainty that his status is ambiguous. Although ... he Is assigned
activities and responsibilities which are part of the role of teacher, he is
granted few, if any, of the rights and privileges which property pertain to
the status of teacher .... He wonders whether his students consider him
to be an apprentice who tried to learn to teach at some expense to the
undergraduate, a menial assistant to the professor who dots that which
the professor might be doing but for which he has neither time nor
inclination, or a bona tide teacher who gladly teaches.' °

The problem of the graduate TA's status in the university hierarchy is one
which will be discussed shortly; but, first, the third perspective cited that of
academic departments.

The views of departmental chairmen centered around adminhirative and
management problems: the Importance of financial support In recruiting
students, and the selection, supervision, and evaluation of TA's. On these
mattes there was great diversity of opinion, reflecting the diverse situations of
the departments some small, tone large; some Slew, some old; some prestIg
low, some not. Each chairman was Interested In recruiting more good graduate
students, although they disagreed on whether recruiting would be more diffi
cult if teaching were a required part of the graduate program. Chairmen also
agreed that the stipend for teaching was an essential rector in making graduate
study possible foe more students. 1)ut the interest of most chairmen was in
improving their own departmental situations rather than in solving the general
problem of support.'' Perhaps the chairmen's views could be summarized by
saying that they utilized their teaching assistants to accomplish two goals
simultaneously: recruiting and supporting graduate students on the one hand
and meeting certain undergraduate instructional obligations on the other.

The concern of graduate TA's with their acsdemk status, already
mentioned, requires sone further comment. In chapter 1, Max Wise was

'hid. Ft. 21-29.
1044a, p. 2$.
11/904t. pt. 11-2).



gutted as finding that the morale of TA's was low;12 similar evidence will be
cited later. An interesting interpretation of low TA morale was advanced re-
cently by Robert Dubin and Frederic Beisse in their article, "The Assistant:
Academic Subaltern. "13 The viewpoint they expressed is that recent student
unrest may be attributable to the fact that undergraduates, preceiving the low
status of TA's, interpret it as being illustrative of a low regard for teaching on
the part of universities in general. The unrest, then, maybe taken as expressive
of student dissatisfaction with any view that regards undergraduate instruction
as of lees importance than graduate education, research, and other university
functions. As the authors state:

It is the thesis of this paper that student activism against professors and
college administrators had its principal source in the position and func-
tion of the graduate assistants in American higher education, which have
made the career of graduate students anomaloUs and have changed the
undergraduate teaching function. Student revolt was rooted in the
graduate student body, among assistants, who have teaching responsi-
bilities without corresponding legitimation of their authority and pre-
requisites to carry them out. Undergraduate students experienced their
graduate assistant teachers as illegimate performers of the teaching func-
tion and were shocked, dismayed, and alienated.I4

That the Dubin-Beisse interpretation may partially explain some student
unrest is conceded. However, most of the evidence the authors cite is based on
the Berkeley situation in 1964.65. As previously pointed out, TA's are widely
employed by large Institutions throughout the country, and analyses of student
unrest elsewhere fail to substantiate the validity of the Dubin-Beisse view..
Others report that the more vocal and vociferous student criticism has been
concerned with such existential problems as the war In Vietnam, the draft, the
availability of "the pill" and drugs, civil righti, student power, and so on.IS To
report, therefore, as Dubin and Beisse do, that the plight of the TA is the
"principal source" of student unrest is to say too much. The plight of the TA's
has not yet become a widespread rallying point for student protest.

To the views of the TA's role, as seen by undergraduates, graduate students,
and IA's, one final perspective needs to be considered that of certain central
administrative officers of the university. Paul P. Fidler's thorough study of
graduate assistantship In the public universities of Florida in 1968 provides
some evidence on this point. Fidler found that different groups of individuals

wise op. cfs, p. 90.
13Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 11, No. 4 (March 1969), pp. 521.547.
14Ibid., p. 522.
15See, for example, the ren.ults of Edward Schwartz, president of the National Student

Association, as reported in the Chronirle of H4her Education, Vol. 11, No. 6 (Novem-
ber 22, 1967), p. 4, or the Cloronkle report on the S.D.S. meeting, Vol. II, No. 9
(January IS, 1965), pp. 1-11. Dr. Lewis B. Mayhew has written that "students are really
not protesting about teaching or the curriculum, although perhaps they should. It h
their private lives and some of the moral dilemmas of the entire society which have
them upset." See his article "The Mature of American Higher Education." Liberal
Education: The Bulletin of the Association of American Colleges. Vol. LIII, No. 4
(December 1967), p. 455.
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thought that assistantships served quite different purposes. More specifically,
central administrative officials felt that the major purpose served by assistant;
ships was one of recruiting outstanding students to their institution. Members
of the State Budget Commission (presumably reflecting legislative opinion)
viewed the primary purpose as that of meeting university obligations for under-
graduate teaching, research, and public service. Faculty members thought of
assistantships as a means of training future college teachers. The TA's them-
selves thought that the purpose was to provide them with the wherewithal to
continue their graduate studies.16

The various perspectives cited in this section are important for two principal
reasons. First, they provide a framework for understanding the statistical data
concerning trends and relationships, together with the manner the teaching
assistantship evolved to its present form and importance. Second, they provide
a basis for judging the effectiveness of the TA system in meeting expressed
needs and for understanding why the system is felt to be inadequate in certain
respects. The nature of these inadequacies and some major recommendations
to overcome them will be discussed in chapter 3.

16F'aul Perry Fldter, An Asseument of the Purposes of the Graduate Assistantship M the
Slats University System of F7orida: Practkes, Perceptions and Proposals (Tallahassee:
Florida Stele University, unpublished doctoral disseetation, 1968). The "central" ad-
ministrative officers referred to were vice presidents for academic affairs, academic
deans, and directors of sponsored research.
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CHAPTER III POLICY STUDIES
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the principal recent proposals for
strengthening the TA System by reforms in current conceptions and proce-
dures. Three of these proposals grew out of institutional self-studies; another
was the product of both internal and external surveys, supplemented by rather
extensive conferences; still another came from a committee of graduate deans;
and the final one is embodied in the design for a model training progiam
proposed by two independent investigators. Brief mention will he made of
additional studies completed or under way.

The three institutional reports to be discussed are from Michigan State
University, Cornell University, and The University of California at Berkeley.
All deal with education in a broaa context, as indicated by their titles. For
example, the Michigan State study is called Improving Undergraduate Educa-
tion: The Report of the Committee on Undergraduate Education ;1 the
Berkeley report is the well -known Muscatine Committee Report, Education at
Berkeley;2 and the Cornell Study is titled the Report of the Faculty Com-
mittee on the Quality of Undergraduate Instruction.3

Although only a small part of each report is devoted to reforms of the TA
System, the specific references are within the context of striving to improve
the quality of undergraduate education in its totality. Since previous discus.
sions of TA's dwelt mainly on the benefits or disadvantages of teaching assist-
antship appointments, with little reference to the larger context of the total
educational enterprise, the broader focus taken by these reports seems impor-
tant. According to the Michigan, Cornell, and Berkeley reports, reforms are
needed in the TA System as an indispensable means of strengthening under-
graduate education. This is a view which can be readily understood by
students, parents, alumni, and concerned public officials, and also seems more
likely to receive a sympathetic hearing and support than one concerned pri-
marily with graduate students themselves.

All three of the reports are fairly extensive documents. For purposes of this
work, however, the emphr.4s will be on information each contains about TA's.
To those interested in broad educational issues, a reading of the full texts is
recommended.

The Michigan State University Report: "Improving
Undergraduate Education"

The Michigan State University report is the product of a committee appoint-
ed in February 1967 by President John A. Hannah and given a broad mandate:
"to reexamine our undergraduate program and to make whatever changes are

'East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University, n.d., (1967).
2 Berkeley, California: University of California, Academic Senate, 1966.
3 Ithaca, New York: Cornell University (unpublished), 1965.
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desirable."4 The substano., of the report is contained in 78 numbered recom-
mendations, together with an accompanying text of comment and explanation.
Only Mee of the 78 recommendations deal explicitly with teaching by grad-
uate students, but the report itself strongly endorses an earlier study conducted
by the Educational Policies Committeea study containing 13 recommenda-
tions dealing specifically with TA's.

The chapter on "The Quality of Teaching" indicates that one source of the
committee's concern was the university's drive to develop programs of graduate
education and research. One result of this drive, according to the report, was a
"competition for the allocation of resources [which] places undergraduate
teaching relativeh, low on the priorities of many colleges in the University."5
The report continues: "There are other problems. The indiscriminate use of
untrained [and occasionally unqualified] graduate students for an increasing
share of undergraduate teaching is one problem now well recognized, but not
yet resolved."6 Observing that the use of TA's permits smaller classes than
would be otherwise possible, the committee adds:

If, however, the teaching assistant is permitted to teach without direction
and supervision, the quality of instruction will be, at best, uneven and
may be very poor. The committee feels that the use of teaching assis-
tants, per se, is not detrimental to the quality of teaching, but that the
instruction of undergraduates cannot be turned over to teaching assis-
tants without close supervision and guidance.?

For the reasons stated, the committee made its first specific recommenda-
tion dealing with TA's:

That there be established in each undergraduate department ... a Com-
mittee on Teaching which will have the task of improving the quality of
undergraduate instruction by supervising the training and work of
teaching assistants, by orienting new faculty, by involving all teaching
faculty, ... and by recommending ... such changes as may improve
the quality of undergraduate instruction.8

In a section on "Teaching Assistants," the committee observes that since
graduate assistants will contribute a large part to the undergraduate program,
the improvement of undergraduate instruction will require "far more careful
attention than has been the practice in the past to the selection, training and
supervision of these young teachers."9 The committee then strongly endorses
an earlier report on TA's by the Educational Policies Committeea report
containing 13 separate recommendations.

41mproving Undergraduate Education, op. cit., p. 1.
p. 22.

61b/d., pp. 22-23.
71b1c1., p. 28.

81bid., recommendation No. 9, p. 26.
9Ibld., p. 35.
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The first five of these called for a redefinition of the ranks below the level
of instructor, and a careful assignment of TA's to only those responsibilities for
which they are qualified. If the result of this assignment Were to require regular
faculty to fulfill teaching assignments, then senior faculty should be
supplied.10

The next eight recommendations covered a variety of topics: Guidelines
should be developed in order to attain a balanced proportion of under-
graduates, graduate enrollments and TA's, and senior faculty advisers (No. 6);
multiple-section courses should be strengthened through common texts, sylla-
buses, and examinations (No. 7); a regular system of TA supervision and trair
ing should be Instituted (Nos. 8 and 9); all TA's should be required tr? ;Jse
student course evaluations (No. 10); space should be assigned to permit TA's
and supervisors to get together easily (No. 11); the university should make sure
that all foreign graduate assistants were proficient in English (No. 12); and the
university shculd develop a system "for more effective recruitment of graduate
teaching assistants" (No. 13).11

The final recommendation: dealing specifically with graduate TA's were as
follows:

A system of awards for excellence in teaching by graduate assistants be
developed by the Office of the Provost.12

In order to involve the very best graduate students in teaching, depart-
ments be encouraged to utilize qualified graduate students holding
fellowships and scholarships as teaching assistants (for extra comnensa-
don where possible).13

From the report, it is obvious that the committee's concern for improving
teaching extended to regular faculty members as well as to potential recruits
and beginners. Illustrative of this concern is the recommendation that all
teaching be evaluated more carefully, that teaching ability be made an explicit
criterion in faculty promotions, and that a system of special awards and salary
increments be used to reward especially effective teaching." Clearly, the com-
mittee felt that improvements were desirable at many levels, and that a realistic
system of awards and incentives would communicate its concern to the entire
teaching corps.

The Muscatine Report: Education at Berkeley

Like the Michigan State University study, the Berkeley report covers a wide
range of topics, from student living arrangements to curricular innovations to
administrative reforms. Authors of the report were a committee of the Acade-
mic Senate, appointed in March 1965 in response to a suggestion by Acting
Chancellor Martin Meyerson. In (Om, the report consists of 42 numbered

p. 36.

bid, PP. 36-37.
"Ibid., p. 37.
13ld

14/bid.. pp. 40-43.
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recommendations, accompanied by an explanatory text and numerous statist!.
cal appendixes. Most of the recommendations dealing with TA's are contained
in two chipters (out of 12) entitled "Graduate Education" and "The Teaching
Assist an c."

The chapter on "Graduate Education" contains two recommendations re-
levant to the TA System. The first recommendation (No. 36) states: "Depart-
ments should allow all graduate students to participate in undergraduate
teaching appropriate to their skills, aid should grant course credit to graduate
students for work designed to relate the graduate curriculum to the problems
of teaching."15

The second recommendation (No. 38) is preceded by a discussion which
raises a tew the old question of the relevance of research training as prepara-
tion foi teaching. "The time has come," states the report, "to question the
whole system which makes the Ph. D. the only acceptable form of certification
for college teaching. Unless this question is raised, there is grave danger that the
doctorate will continue to be devalued and, above all, that serious students
wishing to make g career in college teaching will be discouraged because of the
research-oriented character of doctoral training."16 What follows is one of the
most widely publicized recommendations of the report; namely, the proposal
for a new Doctor of Arts degree "to require preparation equivalent to that
normally required for advancement to candidacy for the Ph. D., but without
requiring a dissertation."17

The chapter on "The Teaching Assistant" (one of the best discussions of the
general problem this author has seen) is highly recommended, in its entirety, to
anyone interested in the problem as it exists in a large, complex university.

An introductory section sketches the dimensions of the problem at
Berkeley. It notes that if the number of classes taken by all students is divided
by the types of instructors teaching them, then 31 percent of all classes were
taught by TA's or were lab sections supervised by them. In lower division
classes, 41 percent were instructed or supervised by TA's. In smaller classes-15
or fewer students the TA's played an even larger role: 65 percent were
handled by TA's; and in classes of 16 to 30, 63 percent." These figures, in
general order of magnitude, are similar to those at other large institutions. In
view of the facts, the committee's conclusion seems well-founded: "There is
perhaps no more widely agreed-upon opinion ... than that the Teaching As-
sistant system is one of our major problems."19

The committee continues by citing some of the arguments for the TA
System: In an institution as large as Berkeley, with its commitment to graduate
education and research, there is simply no other way to provide adequate
instruction for undergraduates; in addition, "it provides indispensable finan-
cial npporl for the [graduate] students; it is the best method we have of

1SEducation at Berkeley., op. cll., p. 167.
16ibts, pp. 169'170'
"Mc p. 171.
181b1.1, p. 175.
19k1
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training college teachers; above all, it is a fine instrument for educating the
student-teacher himself."20

The committee also recognized the weaknesses in the TA System as it has
developed: the tendency to regard the teaching assistantship as merely a paid
temporary job, anti the dilemma of the TA, torn between the demands of his
graduate program and those of his teaching assignment. "To make matters
worse, we have been unable to appoint the best possible Teaching Assistants
and to evaluate their performance by standards fitting to scholar-teachers."
Continuing, the committee pointed out that some of the very best students,
appointed to nonnrvice fellowships, had been excluded from teaching. "In
some departments, Teaching Assistantships have been awarded by default;
there have been too few graduate students to choose from, and some have been
appointed before they were professionally competent to take on teaching
responsibility." Furthermore, according to the report, not enough attention
had been paid to the training and supervision of TA's. "Insecure, neglected,
sometimes exploited, Teaching Assistants have responded in ways detrimental
to the education of undergraduates. The creation of a Teaching Assistants'
union, in opposition to the university as `employer,' is a symptom of their
dissatisfaction."21

Consideration of the foregoing facts leads naturally to the corrir,Lttee's next
two recommendations: (1) "Teaching promise should be a major criterion for
student appointments that involve teaching or tutoring, and teaching respon-
sibilities should always be commensurate with the student's state of prepara-
tion. It follows that sustained classroom teaching should generally be reserved
to the second year of graduate study and later"; and (2) "Frequent regular
meetings between professors and Teaching Assistants, including graduate
colloquia or teaching seminars ... should be part of the regular program in
each department, and should be counted as teaching credit of faculty and
course or service credit of students."22

In the section on "Morale" that follows, it is noted that, although TA
morale "is by no means universally dismal, our staff found too many Teaching
Assistants who testified that in one way or another their treatment had been
lacking in professional respect."23 Among measures to be taken to improve the
situation, the committee felt that TA office facilities should be improved; that
greater care should be exercised to see that the 1111XiMUM 20-hour-a-week
teaching load should not be exceeded; that students should not be burdened
with repetitive and routine assignments; and that the TA's sense of participa-
tion in his department should be encouraged by explicit discussion of both
curricular and administrative matters. The formal recommendation states that:

... all departments using Teaching Assistants should foster a climate of
professional respect through (a) providing assistants with adequate physi-
cal facilities for both their teaching duties and their own studies; (b)

201bi.a. p. 176.
21/bid., pp177-178.
221w,, p. 182.aim
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assigning work with careful attention to avoiding duties that are too
heavy or unnecessarily menial, and with periodic review of appropriate-
ness of assignments; and (c) establishing student faculty discussions of
standards of appointment, workable ways of handling student's requests,
and other matters of common professional concern.24

A final section of the chapter on "The Teaching Assistant" is titled
"Cradations and Compensations." The text endorses a threefold division of
instructional assignments: an initial Teaching Traineeship, in which the student
would observe regular faculty teaching and assist in nonclassroom duties; a
second stage, during which TA's would be in charge of discussion sections in a
large course; and a third stage, during which teaching assistants would have a
greater degree of responsibility and independence, but still be supervised by
regular faculty. The committee recommends that the "Readership" involving

only the grading of papers be discontinued. With regard to compensation,
the committee believes that:

... an increase is needed in the stipends for graduate students assigned
to teaching, so as to recruit the ablest candidates to the University, to
provide 'hem an attractive alternative to the now more rewarding re
search assistantships, and to remunerate them in a manner more fully
commensurate with the difficulty and quality of the duties they per-
fonn.25

This summary of the Berkeley report would be incomplete if it did not refer
to the very first recommendation; namely, that:

... every departmental recommendation for a promotion to tenure
ranks be accompanied by a formal dossier on the teaching performance
of the candidate. Along with the Chairman's evaluation, this dossier
should include all significant tangible evidence ... , written reports by
colleagues, evaluating the candidate's classroom performance on the basis
of class visitations, and a statement by the candidate describing the
rationale of his teaching efforts.26

This recommendation, if implernentet would effect a significant change in
promotion procedures.

The Berkeley committee apparently felt, as did its counterpart at Michigan
State, that university concern for better teaching should be communicated to
the regular faculty, as well as to teaching assistants.

The Cornell University Reports on Undergraduate
Instruction"

The Cornell report on the quality of undergraduate instruction had its origin
in a request by President James A. Nrkins to the Vice President for Academic

recommendation No. 41, p. 184.
25-- a.senrecommenlation No. 42, p. 187.
26/btrl., p. 44.
27Two reports are involved: Report of the Facility Committee on the Quality of Under-

graduate Instruction, submitted to the faculty of Cornell University, October 11, 1965;
and Report on Undergraduate Education, by the Commission on Undergraduate Edu-
cation, dated September 1966 (both multilithed by Cornell University).
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Affairs, William R. Keast, to study undergraduate education at Cornell. Nine
so-called "Keast Committees" were appointed, and all except one submitted
reports by early 1965. The one exception was the Committee on the Quality of
Undergraduate Instruction, subsequently reconstituted under the chairmanship
of Dr. Alfred E. Kahn, with Dr. Raymond Bowers as executive vice chairman.
In academic circles, this committee's report is usually referred to as the
"Kahn - Bowers Report."

In form, the Kahn-Bowers Report is a 57-page document that includes a
number of appendixes. The recommendations of the committee are not
numbered consecutively, but grouped under the following headings: "The
Proper Recognition of Teaching," "Improvements in Teaching," "The Special
Problem of the Teaching Assistant," "Improving the Learning Atmosphere,"
and "Improving the Flow of Information."

Early in the report, the committee comments on.its general task in a way
which deserves mention. Although its concern is with the improvement of
undergraduate instruction, the statement is made that:

... no university can set as its single goal the provision of the best
possible undergraduate instruction. Nor could it achieve such a goal even
if tried. This is not simply because the university serves several other
constituencies, whose claims to its attention in some measure conflict
with those of the undergraduate .... More important, the undergraduate
is not best served by a program that is selected to serve only him. The
university that expresses no interest in research, professional achievement
or public service will not attract or keep the best teachers. It will there-
fore end up providing much less than the best possible undergraduate
instruction as wel1.28

The task, as the committee goes on to say, is one of striking the best possible
balance among several goals. This point, which was undoubtedly appreciated
by the other committee reports discussed in this book, is an important one: it
is relevant not only to teaching assistants, but also to other matters.

In a section entitled "General Observations,'' the committee states its strong
conviction that "more attention must be given to improving undergraduate
education at Cornell. Undergraduate instruction ... commands neither the
attention nor the status it deserves. Our failure to achieve excellence in this
sphere represents a piece of unfinished business."29

What follows is a list of student complains: the lack of adequate
student-faculty contact ("the evidence for this is overwhelming"); uninformed
student advising; unhappiness with large lecture courses; a "stifling" system of
requirements, grades, and rote memorization; inadequately prepared teaching
assistants ("the University is so little concerned with our problems that it does
not even take the trouble to ensure that all teaching assistants speak English
well enough for us to understand them"); lack of concern for existential
problems; and a bureaucratic atmosphere which ignores individtial problems.30

28Report of the Faculty Committee, op. cit., p. 2.
29/t4d, 4.

30/bld., pp. 5-6.
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The committee comments at length on each of these complaints in turn. In
the section "The Teaching Assistant" it notes "many cases of undiscerning
',election and inadequate supervision of teaching assistants and of the assigning
to them of certain obligations of the professor,"31 and deplores the fact that
many of the best graduate students, because they hold nonservice appoint-
ments, are removed from teaching opportunities. it further observe. that some
departments, because of their "service" obligations, are admitting weak
graduate students to meet their teaching obligations.32

The committee begins its recommendations with the statement that:
... there is only one ultimate determinant of the quality of under.
graduate instruction, and only one ultimate source of its improvement
the individual teacher himself. If the quality of our teaching is not as
high as it can and should be and that is our finding then the
fundamental solution is that each of us devote a considerably greater
effort to making it better. That is our one essential recommen
dation .... What we cell for, than, is an alteration not a fundamental
transformation, certainly, but still a marked change in the Cornell
ethos.33

Specific recommendations designed to improve the use of teaching assistants
are enumerated. First, "the professor ought to provide active and continuous
guidance to his teaching assistants," including visiting TA's in their classes and
discussing their performance with them. He should meet with than regularly
and should assume some responsibility for final grades. "Qepartments are urged
to consider offering a seminar to graduate students on the teaching of their
subjects."34

Second, teaching assistants should be paid more than research assistants for
equivalent working hours, partly to attract better students, partly to compen
sate for work which does not advance the student's research."

Third, "the University, as an institution, and its staff, through membership
in national committees and societies, should strive for incorporation of some
teaching requirement as a condition of any fellowship for graduate study.

Finally, "the teaching assistant should post and hold sufficient office hours
convenient for student consultation and should be provided with space
adequate to perform this function in reasonable privacy."36

In addition to these recommendations, the committee gave its endorsement
to a discussion by W. Donald Cooke, Dean of the Graduate School, of "The
Role of the Teaching Assistant in Undergraduate Education," which is included
in the report as appendix D. Some of Dean Cooke's points have been cited
among committee recommendations; four others deserve special mention:

1. Wherever possible, the maximum weekly teaching load should be reduced
from 20 to 15 hours.

31/bid. P. 8.
3214

33160., p. 19.
"Ibid.. p. 24.
"Ibid., p 26.
36/bld.
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2. Teaching assistants should have fellowship support during the summers,
so that they are not forced to take employment which will prolong the
period of their dissertation research.

3. TA's should not hold their appointments for longejr than 2 years. Beyond
that time, they should be supported as fellows or RA's.

4. For the more routine duties presently performed by some TA's, other
regular employees should be hired. This would decrease the number of
assistantships, but hopefully would improve the quality of students hold-
frig them.

After the Kahn-Bowers Report was submitted to the Cornell faculty in
October 1965, President Perkins and the faculty created a University Com-
mission on Undergraduate Education to assist in implementing its recommen-
dations. Commission findings, presented in September 1966, constitute a kind
of progress report on that made approximately 1 year earlier. Of particular
interest are its point-by-point comments on recommendations concerning
teaching assistants.

With regard to the recommendation that some teaching be required of all
Ph. D. candidates, the commission reported the feeling of some faculty mem-
bers that such a requirement might place Cornell at a disadvantage, vis-a-vis
other graduate schc ols, in recruiting good graduate students. If such were the
case, a lowering in the quality of graduate students would result. Consequently,
no attempt had been made to secure general faculty endorsement for this step.
Individual departments, however, had teen encouraged to adopt this requi,-
ment, and at least one of them had done so.

As for the proposal that TA's should be paid more than RA's, the com-
mission reported little if any difference in remuneration, and where such dis-
parity did exist, it seemed to favor the TA's.

Concerning the committee recommendation that the faculty provide more
careful supervision of TA's, the commission observed a major problem: "...this
suggestion is, of course, difficult to enforce, touching as it does on the rights
and responsibilities of individual faculty mer abers."37 The commission then
cited several instances of departmental efforts to provide adequate supervision,
and expressed the hope that, "as with many other problems, it seems likely
that recent attention focused on the problems of teaching assistants has,
without specific action, increased individual concern."39

Regarding related recommendations of the committee that the TA's weekly
load be reduced from 20 to 15 hours and that they not teach for more than 2
years, the commission commented:

A study has been done to see what the cost of implementing such a plan
would be [i.e., the reduction from 20 to 15 hours weekly] ; the various
department chairmen estimate that if the percentage of teaching done
by TA's remains constant the cost would be about $600,000 a
year .... Further, many professors indicate hesitation to limit the nor-
mal teaching assistantship to two years because this eliminates the most
mature and experienced graduate students from the teaching ranks.39

37Report on Undergraduate Educa4on, op. cit., p. S.
38/bid., pp. 5,6.
39/b/d, p. 6.
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As for the inability of some foreign graduate students to handle English
effectively, the commission reported an agreement by the deans that (1) no
students who were provisional candidates would be appointed as TA's, and (2)
no students from non-English-speaking countries would be appointed as TA's
unless they had presented evidence of ability to speak English 40

The commission's comments have been reported so fully in this chapter for
two reasons. First, they show the extreme difficulty in achieving changes in a
university's accustomed way of doing things, even when, as in the Cornell case,
the recommended. changes are not disputed on the basis of either correctness or
wisdom. Secona, they also show how deeply embedded in the institutional
structure the TA system is. Not the least of the objections cited, of course, is
the great cost of the proposal and what university is not hard pressed today
for money to meet its many outstanding commitments? Even the suggestion to
limit TA appointments to no more than 2 years meets with the objection that
such a practice would eliminate experienced teachers. Yet some people still
question whether or not there is a shortage of qualified faculty! One wonders
how sizable a shortage would be created overnight if all universities were to
enforce the 2year limit on TA appointments. If the Cornell situation were a
representative one, it could total several thousand.

The University of Rochester Survey Report: The
Graduate Student as Teacher4

The University of Rochester report, which grew out of a project initiated by
Dean Kenneth E. Clark of the College of Arts and Sciences, was supported by
the Esso Education Foundation. The undertaking included a study of TA's at
the university, a survey of other university programs and studies, and two
on-campus conferences during the summers of 1966 and 1967, to each of
which approximately 30 academic and other interested officials were invited.
The report includes a description of how universities utilize TA's in a variety of
courses; it also includes a set of 10 principles which conference attendees
agreed should govern any organized program designed to properly educate,
supervise, and utilize graduate teaching assistants. Since the major interest of
this volume is in the 10 principles, a summary of them is included:

1. 'Progressive sequence." The TA experience, which should begin with
orientation and observation, should involve assignments of increasing
challenge and responsibility.

2. "Elimination of blind alleys." The teaching assistantship which involves
only papergrading and routine nonclassroom duties should be eli-
minated. Such work should ba performed by people paid on an hourly
basis.

3. "Varied experience." TA's should gain experience in a variety of class-
room techniques and situations, large lectures, small seminars, programed
instruction, audiovisual procedures, and so on.

4014
"Nowlis, Clark, and Rock, op cit.
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4. "Integration of research and scholarly competence with teaching skills."
TA assignments should be related, wherever possible, to the graduate
student's own interests and growing professional competence, and not
require that the two be separated.

5. "Criteria for reappointment." While most graduate students should be
eligible for a one-term apprenticeship, reappointments should be based
on teaching effectiveness and promise.

6. "Support and attainment of the degree." A successful program should
provide for student support over a 3 to 5-year period, with varying
combinations of course work, teaching, and research. Time required for
teaching should riot be so great as to prevent the student from com-
pleting his degree sithin normal time limits.

7. "ProfeuiPnal status." The commission quotes, in full, recommendation
No. 41 from the Muscatine report at Berkeley: the need for adequate
physical facilities for TA's, periodic review of the appropriateness of
assignments, and studentfaculty discussions of all relevant matters of
concern. The emission also feels that the title given the TA should
accurately reflect his level of responsibility.

8. "A cooperative responsibility." Resources both within and outside the
university should be utilized to Improve the training and supervision of
graduate student- 'eachen.

9. "Academic orientation." The teaching assistantship should provide the
student with some ineght into the ethics of the teaching profession, the
Importance of good academic citizenship, the varieties of educational
institutions sad students, and the importance of balance In his own
professional obligations and Interests. "He can profitably be included In
meetings of faculty dealing with educational issues relevant to his assign-
ments."

10. "Evaluation." The performance of TA's should be evaluated in various
ways and the results should be relayed to the student for use in im-
proving the course or program 42

These, then, are the principles representing the consensus of the Rochester
conferences. It should be remembered that partkpating individuals represented
many Institutions and a broad range of disciplines; the fact of their agreement,
therefore, is important not only because of its substantive value, but also,
perhaps, because it indication of a mote favorable attitude on the part of
faculty toward such pro:hems. Hopefully, also, the principles can sent as
guidelines to other institutions interested in improving their utilization. of TA's
in undergraduate instruction

Recommendations of the Committee on Student Akf of
the Association of Graduate Schools

In 1966 the AGS Committe on Student Aid asserted that staduatt teaching
assisuntitips were often regarded as interim to other graduate student

42.14,a, rt. 6-S3.
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awards.43 One year later the committee reaffirmed this view in the following
words:

At most institutions most teaching assistantships are still not part of a
multi-year award and are still the least desirable among the various
graduate awards .... The basic reason for this unfortunate situation is
that the teaching assistantship is still generally regarded as a source of
cheap tabor

To raise the status of TA's, the committee asserts that the teaching assistant-
ship must be viewed in a different light:

The teaching assistantship must be viewed as a part of the graduate
student's education. Instead of the present theap labor premise, the basic
premise should be that meaningful teaching experience is an essential
part, and should be an integral port of a doctoral program. Teaching
experience is important to the doctoral candidate not only because he
will probably become a college or university teacher, but because
teaching makes him a better scholar, requiring as it does
orderly thought, clear communication, presentation of convincing evi-
dence, and respect for the opinions of others.

Once we accept this basic premise, the teaching assistantship appears in a
different light altogether. Several practical conclusions may be deduced
immediately:

I. Every Ph. D. candidate should be required to teach;
2. His teaching should be supervised or directed until he is fully qualified

to teach his own class;
3. So that he may complete his doctorate in a reasonable length of time,

he should be allowed to teach only a limited time and with a limited
load;

4. For the same reason, he should be supported with nonservice awards
for at least one year and preferably two;

S. In most cases, teaching should be postponed until the second year of
graduate study.45

One might note, parenthetically, that, although these recommendations are
phrased in quite general language, numbers 2 through S are similar to several of
the Michigan State, Berkeley, and Cornell recommendations, as well as to those
in the University of Rochester report. The recommendation that every Ph.D.
candidate be required to reach, however, goes beyond any of the other study
recommendations thus far considered. It is not too difficult to imagine why the
other committees refrained from such an endorsement. It has already been
noted that Cornell refused to accept such an idea. In addition to Cornell's
reasons, there is the quite justified fear that a literal acceptance would involve
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the conduct of classes by foreign students not proficient in Englishto the
detriment of undergraduates. A second point is that the recommendation rests
on a false premise, i.e., that doctoral candidates have never taught before. The
fact is that many students in a typical graduate school will already have had
teaching experience at either the college or secondary level. Finally, the
adoption of one more general requirement seems to contravene the lend of
recent reforms, the general objective of which has been to tailor requirements
more to individual nerds and capacities, and to abolish inflexible rules of
universal applicability.

The KoenErloksen Model
Training Program

The most thorough and recent analysis of what universities are doing to
prepare college teachers is a 1967 report by Frank Koen and Stanford C.
Ericksen.46 Based on an intensive analysis of departmental programs in those
universities which award about 90 percent of all Ph. D.'s, the study was de
signed printargy to identify the best features in each program, which, in turn,
would serve as the nucleus of a model program. The problem of identifying the
best features was described by the authors as follows:

A viable model for a training program should meet the following criteria:
(a) each teaching assistant will receive orJy such instruction and guidance
as is necessary and sufficient to enable him to plan and conduct an
undergraduate class in his area of subject matter competence; (b) a *vide'
should be sufficiently flexible to serve the basic needs of the va.ious
disciplines; (c) all aspects of a training program should be directly appli
cable to real instructional problems and the training time be kept to a
minknum; (d) the most useful form for a training program is an evolu
tionary one, in which systematic and continuing selfevaluation is a
design feature; and (e) an efficient program wi11 minimize increases in
faculty time allotted to supervisory activities.47

To meet these criteria, Koen and Ericksen formulated a model consisting of
three functional stages for the graduate studentstages which they call "the
apprenticeship," "the assistantship," and "the instructorship." To rnake sure
that a student would advance in proportion to his ability to assume more
demanding tasks, each stage was to be &fined in terms of an individual's
responsibilities and competence, rather than in terms of time periods
involved.41

The apprentice stage would, as the name Applies, involve observing ex
perienced teachers and doing some of the essential but subsidiary tasks of
teaching assembling and evaluating reading materials, preparing lab taped.
merits, contributing test questions, grading exams, and so on. The student

11.4111111.1.1.7.1.1111111m
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would occasionally conduct a class under supervision, but would not do so on a
regular, continuing basis. Since he would serve essentially as an assistant to a
regular faculty member, he would have the opportunity of conferring with him
regarding all the kinds problems connected with organizing and conducting a
course.49

In the next, or teaching assistant stage, the student would be provided with
a course outline and be placed in full charge of a small class or section. He
would also participate in a workshop on testing, and, when appropriate, be
introduced to group dynamics and programed instruction. His teaching would
be supervised; therefore, he would have the benefit of criticism from a more
experienced teacher SO

Students would be advanced to the instructorship, or the third stage of the
model, only if they were genuinely interested in college teaching as a career. At
this stage, a student would be fully responsible for planning and conducting a
course. In addition, he might be given a supervisory role with respect to stu-
dents in the apprenticeship or assistantship stages. Serving as an adviser to
other students would be an essential part of his own training, since he would
have to explain to them the rationale for both the substance and strategy of
particular approaches. Finally, as Koen and Ericksen state, he should be
involved

to a limited extent in departmental affairs, such as service on faculty
committees, attendance at some faculty meetings, participation in cur-
riculum review, and preplanning of courses. The aim here is to introduce
serious young teachers to the full range of extradastroom and adminis-
trative aspects of the college teacher role St

Other Studies and Responses

In 1967 the Association of American Colleges and the Council of Gradua:e
Schools established a Liaison Committee to study the preparation of college
teachers. After surveying institutional practices, the committee sponsored a
conference in December 196S. The conference report, Preparing the Cdlege
Professor for Liberal Ant rt*Chbig,11 represented the consensus of presidents
end deans attending the meeting. On the subject of graduate teaching assist-
ants, their major recommendation was as follows:

The best means of preparing graduate students for the teachirs, respon-
sibilities of the college professor is by providing them with a limited
supervised teaching exlerience under the guidance of experienced and
successful faculty members. The supervised teaching experience, or
Teaching Internship, should be established for the explicit purpose of
more adequate preparation of future college teachers and improvement
in quality of the instruction of undergraduates ... It should be awarded
to advanced graduate students on the basis of proven intellectual ability

°Thit, pp. 4141.
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and teaching promise rather than for promise as a new graduate
student.5 3

Probably many institutions have made more or less extensive studies of their
own TA systems, although the author knows of only a rev. In 1963, the
University of California at Los Angeles Graduate Students' Association made a
survey of TA's that resulted in the appo: itment of a Chancellor's Joint Com
mittee on the Teaching Assitnt, with representation of both TA's and regular
faculty. At Michigan St..lie University the Educational Policies Committee
made two stuele; of TA's, in 1964 and 1966. The Universities of Cincinnati,
Utah, and Wisconsin have also made recent studies. Since the results were
Intended only for internal consumption, they have not been published. And,
although it is difficult to summarize differences in institutional history aid
practice, the studies do reveal certain common objectives: a desire to lessen the
more obvious differences in the duties and pay of TA's in different fields and
departments; to introduce greater clarity and consistency in the matter of titles
and responsibilities; to reduce unreasonable teaching loads and inappropriate
including too lengthy assignments; to provide office space adequate foe TA's
to consult with their students, and so on. The need for such measures is amply
documented. In fact it seems that most universities employing large numbers of
TA's will, in their own interest, take such steps to introduce greater rationality
and equity into their policies. The efforts by these pioneering institutions are
certainly to be applauded.

Of the many attempts to study and improve utilization of TA's, perhaps the
most imaginative has been introduced by The University of Michigan. It re
pre, its an effort to cope with the problem in the context of the entire
educational process. In 1962, in response to faculty recommendations, the
university established The Center for Research on Learning and Teaching,
attached to the Office of the Vice-President foe Academic Affairs. The Center
has its own budget, and a full-time research staff, plus put-time faculty on loan
foe special projects. Research findings ire regularly repotted in the center's
publication Memo to the Faculty, and the center conducts workships foe
faculty in guidance, testing, programed instruction, and similar areas. Through
the centn,each new TA at the university is provhkd with a copy of NicKeathiess
nochtng Tips, an excellent handbook of great help to both new and ex
perienced teachers S4 If other institutions were to distribute this handbook to
new TA's, they would, by this one step alone, probably do much to improve
the effectiveness of leeching at all levels.
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CHAPTER IV REVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS

Evidence presented in this report seems to justify the conclusion that
existing university practices in the employment of TA's have, in many cases,
led to undesirable consequences for both graduate and undergraduate students,
and that these consequences are now noticeable beyond the campuses. The
whole character of the educational enterprise, as well as the Nation's yield of
highly trained individuals for specialized tasks of every kind, are being
adversely affected. Consequently, the TA System needs to be restructured and
reformed.

This conclusion is by no means a on.mided condemnation. It must be
tempered by a recognition of the great benefits which have resulted from the
TA System: a vast expansion of educational opportunities at the highest levels;
a means by which many institutions have been able to partially cope with the
problem of limited resources vis4-vis rising costs and expanded commitments,
and a significant increase in the nation's supply of highly trained manpower.

The relevant questions now are whether the TA System can be improved so
that it can perform more effectively its legitimate educational objectives, and
whether or not practices recognized as ineffective can be eliminated.

This chapter begins with a review of the evidence presented earlier, proceeds
to an analysis of suggested reforms in the TA System, and concludes with a
brief discussion of present problems and alternatives.

The Dimensions of the TA Problem

The serious problems of the TA System are not evenly distributed over the
entire panorama of Americo higher education. Most seriously and directly
affected are only those institutions classified as "universities." Data presented
in chapter 2 showed that 8S percent of all TA's were in such Institutions and
that the proportion h, public institutions has grown to about two-thirds of the
total, while the private institutions' share has been steadily declining. Further,
Plthough the proportion of TA's to regular faculty in all institutions is about
17 percent, in all large institutions it is approximately 60 percent, and in large
public institutions, nearly 65 percent. he TA problem, then, is concentrated
in the larger public and private institutions, where it Appian that a substantial
proportion (onteparter to over onehalf) of all lower division instruction is
carried on by graduate tcachipg usistants.

The fact that a relatively small number of institutions (120 to 130) is
seriously affected by the lA problem is, of course, no measure of its true
Importance. For it is these same institutions that enroll over 60 percent of all
graduate students and confer over 90 percent of all doctoral degrees. If
American society values the development of MY knowledge and the
availability of disciplined, organized intelligence in solving its problems, then it
is tautly in the national interest to support this critical minority of institutions
and to help them improve their programs of advanced training. The only
alternative is a qualitative deterioration in every aspect of private and pebbc
life.



Major Criticisms of the TA System:
A Bill of Particulars

Since the TA System is de:ply and inseparably embedded in the structure of
American higher education, it is hardly possible to criticize the former without
implicating the latter. And certainly anyone who values the accomplishments
of American higher education would not want to propose reforms so radical
that they would, in effect, endanger those accomplishments. In considering the
possibilities of reform, one must, therefore, begin by recognizing that the TA
System, in its main features, has been an outgrowth of doctoral training, and
will undoubtedly remain intimately associated with it. And it does not Rem
likely, or desirable, that the goals of doctoral training will be quickly or
radically changed from what they have beenwith such notable success for
nearly one hundred years. In other words, the major purpose of doctoral
education will continue for some time to be what it has beenpreparation for
independent research. It is not likely to become "training for teaching," if
teaching is thought of as something essentially different and separate from
research.

The only question, then, would seem to be whether the goals of doctoral
training cannot be sufficiently broadened to include some preparation for
teaching as well as for research. The arguments for including the former are
impressive. Historically, large numbers of doctoral recipients have become
teachers in higher education, and in nearly all fields a majority of doctoral
candidates expresses a preference for s,sch careers after earning their doctoral
degrees. Further, it has been persuasively argued that the candidate's own
understanding of his field is enhanced by some teaching experience, and that
the skills he develops a; a teacher are useful in any type of subsequent
employment.

All of the policy studies and recommendations considered earlier in this
volume have accepted the idea that some teaching experience is beneficial to
doctoral candidates. The reports at Michigan State, Berkeley, and Cornell, for
example, uphold this idea. The University of Rochester conferences endorsed
it. The Association of Graduate Schccts .!nti the Council of Graduate Schools
in the United States, through various committee reports, have supported it.
And the Kan-Friksen model program was designed to make possible A better
preparation for teaching without detracting from research trainingeven to
improve the latter. Thus, there seems to be a growing consensus regarding the
major goal and objective c.f reformreform which would do explicitly and for
the whole system what in the past has often been done only intermittently and
partially. This consensus should be kept in mind whit reviewing a brief
summary of the major criticisms of pre ailing practices.

the Ph. D. "Stretchout"
Data prevented in chapter I showed that holding a teaching assistantship

was a major factor in prolonging compktion of requirements for the doctoral
degreea conclusion confirmed by every0ay cbsemtion in any American
graduate whoa. The conclusion is hardly surprising in Hew of the fact (cited in
chapter 2) that IS per.ent of TA's, in a recent survey, worked 40 or more
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hours a week and that a quarter worked 25 or more. Even if a graduate
student's workweek totals 60 hours, this represents a substantial amount of his
time and involves a major expenditure of energy. The point scarcely needs
further elaboration: Many TA appo!ntments demand so much of a graduate
student's time and energy that they seriously delay the attainment of his
graduate degree. Measures to correct this situation would clearly improve the
morale of TA's and would probably improve the quality of undergraduate
instruction as well.

Availability of TA Appointments
A major argument in favor of the TA is that teaching helps to broaden and

deepen a graduate student's understanding of his field, and thereby helps him
prepare for a future career, whatever form that career may lake. As Bernard
Berelson observed a decade ago, the argument is well taken, but in practice
many of the ablest studentsthose on duty-free stipendsare excluded from
such experience while in graduate school. Figures presented in table A3 of
appendix A show that in %LI fields except e "humanities," TA's constitute a
quarter or less of all stipends; in the humanities, TA's were over 40 percent of
all stipends. If the values of teaching experience are as beneficial as claimed,
then a graduate :shod is not doing justice to its students unless it makes the
experience available to all of those who are interested and qualified. Steps to
make teachingassistant opportunities more widely available to interested and
qualified students are clearly called for.

Criteria for Appointment and Promotion of TA's
Koen and Eriksen in their 1967 report found that "typically, teaching

assistants begin their instructional duties in the first graduate year with very
little formal consideration of their teaching potential or competence," and
the "selection of prospective teachers in the usual sense the word often does
not Oitain.'1 Similarly, Max Wise found that 'title or no attention is given to
the quality of the person appointed."' Harold Orlans reached the same
conclusion in his 1962 study,' and the university studies summarized in
chapter 2 of this work show that the problem is still a major one. A not
infrequent undergraduate complaint is that section or laboratory TA's cannot
handle English adequately, and instances are known in which TA appointments
are offered, by phone or mail, to students not known personally to a single
faculty member.'

Closely related to the question of criteria for initial appointment is the
matter of supervision and evaluation of performance, on which a decision for

IAN Analysts of the Specific trewheet 1.7Sch Cherscresise the Mote Stectessfot Props/Rs
foe the Rectteltement end Ilshitets of Cage trochees, op. ear.. p. 14.

21Na. p. Is.
3 Wise, op. cit. p. SO.

41taroll Orissi, The Effects of Fedeeol Proprorne oft Metes Esherptiort- A Stied, of )6
themties and Clsitepes (Washiosios, b.C.: The lirookiim htsteletios, 1541), pp.
41144.

/nose aced other tritIrlswe of to tritplemeal are detailed 31 kostli la ilk* report of
AGS Coe WM* cm Stsolest Ail, AGS Alormial of hocreitri. 1541, pp. 13.1t.
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reappointment or promotion to a higher rank or salary may be based. There
Is fairly general agreement among informed observers that the current situation
Leaves much to be desired. For example, Martin Trow found that "despite pious
wishes to the contrary most TA's get little supervision or help from the instruc-
tor of the course on their work in their sections."6

Koen and Eriksen also found that there was a lack of adequate supervision,
and that "systematic attempts to evaluate the performance of teaching
assistants ... are fairly unusual."' Obviously, supervision and evaluation are
closely related: without supervision, evaluation becomes meaningless; and
without evaluation, supervision becomes perfunctory or arbitrary. In the
absence of both, the student's rtappointment or promotion has no relationship
to his actual performance. There is, then, little incentive for him to try to
improve his teaching performance. It seems clear that the instructional ability
of TA's would be improved if criteria for appointment and promotion included
adequate teaching performance, and if supervision .and evaluation were
designed to measure and improve teaching effectiveness

Appropriateness of Appointments to Student Capabilities
Most careful observers of the TA System have not found cause to question

its basic assumption, I.e., that properly selected and supervised graduate
students can adequately instruct undergraduates, at least in tower division
courses. Most of the criticisms, therefore, center on the "proper" degree of
preparation and supervision. Some differences among fields exist regarding
this question, but there is general agreement that, whatever the level
of the course, the instructional responsibility of the TA should be appropriate
to his knowledge and competence.

If university practices can be taken as an indication of what universities
believe, then ft appears that almost no preparation at all is "proper" for the
majority. Koen and Eriksen reported that tu-o-thirds of the teaching assistants
in their survey began teaching in their first year of graduate study.. This
finding, together with others cot.ceming the lack of orientation and super-
vision, must mean that most TA's begin their jobs with tittle preparation. The
wisdom of appointing first-year graduate students can of course be questioned
on the ground that it deprives undergraduates of the benefits of instructicn by
mature and knowledgeable faculty; also, that it unduly delays the graduate
student who should (ideally) be devoting full time and attention, especially
during the first year, to his own studies. Whether these arguments are accepted
or not, the practice seems indefensible unless a serous effott is made to see
that graduate students are fully prepared to meet their teaching responsililitits.

A related aspect of the appropriateness of appointments has to do with their
duration. Koen and Eriksen reported that "in approximately 4S% of the
programs the graduate student teaches fot three or mote years."a One would
Woe to know how many TA's teach the morethari-3years, and how much

61sartiri troy, "The Velar Nate Mow in Largo Still Uninesitles," thdrerstrIti
QwtrO, X XI. No. I (btetinint 1946), pp. 10,11.
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mot,. But though detailed evidence is lacking on this point, much is known
about the practice of frequent reappointments. Everyone in university life is
familiar with cases of what seem to be "career-TA's." The practice is easy to
condemn, but difficult to changewitness the reluctance of the Cornell
faculty, mentioned in chapter 3, to accept the Graduate Dean's recommenda
Lion that TA appointments limited to 2 years. Experienced TA's often play
an important role in both the instruction and administration of large courses,
and senior faculty and administrators are understandably reluctant to part with
their services unless they can find experienced replacements. A change in this
practice would be highly desirable in order to permit students to expedite the
timely completion of doctoral programs.

Lack of Faculty and Administrative Concern
Recent studies of ongoing training programs for TA's generally agree that a

major problem in making these programs effective is an absence of faculty and
administrative concern. Koen and Eriksen, for example, found that the two
major factors inhibiting the development of such programs were "lack of
faculty interest in the trainingsupervision role" and "shortage of staff for
carrying out training functions."' ° Max Wise reached a similar conclusion, and
added:

... the university officers who carry general responsibility for the quality
of undergraduate teaching are almost never directly involved either in the
selection of the teaching assistants or in the development of useful and
productive activities to help them improve their teaching ability. That is,
the president and deans of undergraduate colleges in the universities
often have little or no contact with the teaching assistant programs ...
they seldom speak knowledgeably of the process of selection or
supervision."

Regarding the reasons for these attitudes, Koen and F.riksen mention the
fact that in the institutions they surveyed, over two-tnkds of the faculty
carried a full load of instructional and administrative duties, with no
working-load credit for supervisory duties..1 When this fat is considered,
together with the fact that faculty prestige depends on scholarly research and

), not on a reputation for producing successful teachers, it is
understandable that faculty members show little interest, and that their apathy
is reflected by a pe/funcfory attitude on the part of TA's toward their teaching
responsibilities.

As for central administrators, their burdens have been so complex and
demanding in recent years that one hesitates to blame them for neglecting a
matter which has been generally regarded as a faculty prerogative and
responsibility. No doubt many administrators have been aware of the problem,
but uncertain what they could do about it without additional, and large,
financial resources, for which there are always many urgent claims.

I rtet. p. 1 s.
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But in any case, Wise and Koen and Eriksen agree that without increased
leadership from central administrators, few changes are likely. Max Wise, for
example, says that if there is to be any widespread improvement in the use of
TA's, "general university officers will have to provide much more thoughtful
and continrous leadership."" And Koen and Eriksen agree, stating in their
conclusion, "It is likely that a real strengthening of teaching-assistant training is
heavily dependent on vigorous support at higher administrative levels, both
within and above the department."'

Whether such "higher administrative" support will materialize is conjectural.
There are sign of an aroused public interest in many quarters. Perhaps it will
be sufficient to bring about a restructuring of educational priorities so that
improvement of undergraduate teachingboth by regular faculty and by
graduate teaching assistantswill receive greater support.

TA Quality and Morale
Although the quality of teaching assistants can be separated, conceptually,

from problems of morale, the fact is that the two seem so inseparably related
they are treated together here.

Concern about the quality of graduate assistants has been expressed over a
long period of time. One of the first carefully documented studies was that of
Harold Orlans, who in 1962 found that the expansion of Federal fellowships
was lowering the quality of undergraduate instruction in science courses. More
specifically, he discovered that instruction in undergraduate science courses
was being carried on by part-time graduate students, by undergraduates, and by
foreign graduate students. In summarizing the situation, he concluded that

... altogether, the picture is not a happy one, and the chairmen of major
science departments were widely agreed that, at present, it is the poorer
and not the best graduate students who are likely to be teaching
t tight an ts. 6

In the area of the humanities, Orlans fould that the situation was quite
different because duty-free stipends were so scarce that teaching assistantships
went to the best, most advanced students.' 6

Since Orlans' study, the number of Federal fellowships has increased, with
the perhaps predictable result that the conditions he found in the sciences have
now :ome to prevail in other fields as well. The result is the widespread
opinion, in many major graduate schools, that the teaching assistantship is no
longer regarded as one of the most highly Txited student appointments.' /
Without a reversal of this view, it will be difficult to improve the quality of TA
instruction.

The declining status of the TA appointment makes it clear why the
problem of TA quality Is related to questions of TA morale. If TA's

'Nisi, oft tit, p. 41.
14A a Atm:yes, op. eft, p. It.
10eteets, elk eft 'Ai
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feel that they are exploited, if they realize that their stipends are less desirable
than others, if their teaching responsibilities cause delays "beyond reason" in
completing work for advanced degrees, then one would expect to find evidence
of poor morale. And that poor morale exists is the Judgment of many informed
observers, whose comments to this effect have been previously quoted." Max
Wise believes the poor morale he found could be attributed to the TA's belief
that

... they are being exploited by their institutions In order to meet the
press of expanding undergraduate enrollments. They report that they get
little help from senior faculty members on the teaching problems they
encounter. They seldom report that they are treated as young colleagues
by members of the regular faculty; instead, more frequently they report
that they are treated as individuals of low status employed to do work
that no one else wishes to do."

If institutions fail to heed these warnings, it is not difficult to foresee some
of the consequences. First, the trubinBeisse theory (discussed in chapter 2)
about the dissatisfaction of "academic subalterns" (thee authors' phrase for
TA's) leading to increased undergraduate unrest may become a reality. Pkond,
if the dissatisfaction of TA's falls to find a sympathetic heating and if remedial
action is not taken, TA trade union organizations, militant in nature, may be
formed." The TA's can hardly be expected to remain thisware of the
important role they play in undergraduate instruction, and if their grievances
are ignored, they may resort to more formal and aggreuIve actions. Hopefully,
their legitimate dissatisfactions can be directedby timely and appropriate
corrective measuresinto nonmilitan! channels.

Administrative Costs of the TA System
In addition to the foregoing criticisms, there are other less obvious

consequences, some of which are seldom notked. One is the cost in time on
the part of regular faculty, especially in teaching large lecture courses. Martin
Trove, In the article already cited, dertribts the situation as follows:

TA's also paradoxically distract faculty members from their under.
graduate leaching. Especially in the large, introductory courses, a good
deal of the teacher's time is spent organizing, co-ordinating, and
administering the work of the TA's. Teaching for those faculty members
becomes Increasingly the task of administering and overseeing the work
of othersthough this rarely involves actually supervising Ind criticizing
their claw awn work in their sections. This is an important though
largely concealed drain on the time and energies of those who teach the
large undergraduate courses.'

"See Mat WWI tempt, sl M chapter is footnote I; Moo, The University of California at
Seek*, end University of Rochester reports, chapter I.
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Trow does not suggest how this "concealed drain" can be avoided, and
Indeed it is hard to see h6..v it could be, short of abolishing the TA System
completely. As Dow recognized, a dilemma is involved. He noted that
administrative work pertaining to large courses seldom required visits to the TA
sections, and lack of classroom supervision has been previously cited as one of
the faults of the TA System. But of course better supervision would involve
more faculty time, not less, so both the existing system and the correction of it
seem to be part of the same problemthe use of scarce faculty time. No doubt
this is a major reason why administraors are reluctant to limit TA
appointments to 1 or 2 yearsthe experienced TA's perfotm too many
valuable services. But at any rate, it is one of the costs which needs to be
carefully appraised.

A second point made by Trow follows:

The necessity of providing TA's also weakens control over the number of
graduate students. A persuasive argument can be made that many
graduate departments should admit fewer graduate students than they
do, restrict entry to students who show distinct promise of being able to
attain the Ph.D., and then give them the personal attention and financial
support that is now diffused among a large number of relatively weak
students, most of whom drop out before gaining the dociorato ... It is
difficult to see how a department could introduce such a reform, coupled
with a more generous supply of graduate fellowships, and still recruit the
"required" number of TA's.' 2

Trow's point that staffing needs determine the nature of TA employment is
one that is confirmed by other observers.23 Whether or not all departments
should limit their enrollment to well-qualified doctoral candidates would
seem to depend on how the institution views its general educational mission.
But Trow's contention that the employment of large numbers of TA's does
affect the quality of instruction seems well-founded.

New Directions for Federal and State Policy

The "Bill of Particulars" previously delineated involved many comparisons
between teaching assistantships and federally financed fellowships or research
assistantships, with most comparisons favoring the latter. The comparisons are
inevitable because Federal funds do not generally support teaching assistant-
ships.24 TA monies come either from State or institutional funds, depending
on whether the institution is public or private. But despite a lack of Federal

p. 22.
"See, for example, Koen and Erickson, op. cit., pp. 34,35.
24see -Seymour Warkov, Bruce Friable, and Man S. Berger, Graduate Student Finances,

1963 (Chicago: Natioral Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, 1965), table
2.6, where it Is reported that Federal funds supported 2 percent of the TA's In the life
science., and lea than one-half of 1 percent in all other fields.

In a 1967 study of graduate assistants In the four State universitles of Florida, Paul
P. Fidler found that 90 percent of TM were supported by State funds. See his An
Assessment of the Purposes of the Graduate Assistantship in she State University Sys
tem of F7orfda: Practice.?, Perceptions and Prop0.1th, op. cit, p. 60.
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support, it is precisely the attractiveness of Federal nonduty stipends which
creates problems of "relative deprivation" for TA's and the universities that
appoint them. Also, to the extent that able students receive nonduty stipends,
they are withdrawn from the tool of potential TA's. Therefore, the Federal
role visivis teaching assistants, while indirect, is nonetheless a very influential
ogle. Since this is so, any changes in Federal policies which would improve the
attractiveness of TA's ought to be considered. What kinds of changes would be
desirable? Most studies of Federal policies with respect to graduate student
support agree on three areas of needed improvement: equalization of support,
increased support, and increases in existing stipends. Thief comments on each
point seem warranted.

EQUALIZATION OF SUPPORT: Several tables in chapter 2 detailed the
differences in stipend support among the major academic fields of study. Table
8 showed that stipends as a percent of graduate enrollment ranged (in 1965)
from 14 in "education" to 68 in the "natural sciences," with 44 in "humani-
ties" and 53 in the "social sciences." Table 9 showed that the type of stipend
also varied widely, and, because of the Federal Government's role, nonduty
stipends were more abundant in scientific fields. Considerations of equity fail
to disclose convincing reasons for these pervasive differences. At the undergrad-
uate level, it seems to have become stated Federal policy to assist interested
students in acquiring the degree of higher education for which their abilities
indicate they could profit. Such a commitment is much more tenuous at the
graduate level, although society benefits at least as much, and perhaps more,
from more highly specialized training. Equity, as well as the national interest,
suggests that I-ederal policy move in the direction of establishing this wider
commitment as rapidly as possible.

INCREASED SUPPORT: Since it is not being suggested that current levels
of support be reduced in any field, the equalization of support among different
fields will of course involve increased support. But the increased support sug-
gested here is of a different kind, required by other factors. One is the more
rapid growth in graduate than in undergraduate enrollments over recent years.
From 1960 to 1965, for example, total degreecredit enrollments have in-
creased by some 54 percent, while graduate enrollments have increased by 70
percent 25 This differential growth rate is of long standing, and barring major
interference, will doubtless continue. The implications for both State and
Federal policy are clear: if Coe same proportion of graduate students is to be
supported, then the number of stipends will have to keep pace with total
growth-10 to 12 percent annually.26 The budget planning by Federal fellow-
ship agencies should be adjusted accordingly. In the states, since undergraduate
enrollments will probably grow less rapidly in future years, similar increases in

"Digest of Educational Statistics, 1967. OE-10024-67, table SS; and Summary Report:
Students Enrolled for Master's end Higher Degrees, Fall, 1965,
OE-54009.65,(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967.)

26See the report of the AGS Committee on Policies in Graduate Education: "It Is recom-
mended that Federal funds provided for support of graduate students ...should in-
crease at least u rapidly u increases in the numbers of graduate students, i.e., of the
order of at least 10 to 12 percent per year, and preferably at the more rapid rate of
to 20 percent per year so that the nation will be steadily progressing toward more
economic uee of these scarce human resources as well as the other resources of our
universities." AGS Journal of Proceedings, 1966, op. cit., p. 68.
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teaching-assistantship funds would make it possible for public institutions grad-
ually to reduce the instrt'ctional loads of teaching assistants.

A plea for more support, based on the growth factors mentioned, must of
course take into consideration the question, How much more? To give a precise
figure is probably not now possible, since the information which might justify
such a figure is less than complete. Nevertheless, the kinds of considerations
that would help to provide an answer can be explained, and they suggest at
least a general order of magnitude. First, however, it should be pointed out
that the stipend figures in chapter 2 were gathered before recent budget cuts in
some Federal programs; therefore, they may reflect a level of support which no
longer exists. There is no assurance, in other words, of a planned program of
lon3-term growth in financial support proportionate to the growth in total,
enrollment. Second, with respect to past Federal support, information gathered
by the National Academy of Sciences National Research Council on the
doctoral recipients of 1966-1967 shows that approximately 41.6 percent of the
students who responded received some kind of Federal financial support."
This figure, however, is based on a return rate of 60 percent; therefore, one
cannot confidently generalize from it to the whole group of doctoral
recipients.28 By next year, however, the response rate should be much higher,
and the resulting information more valid.

In determining "How much more?" it must also be borne in mind that since
teaching assistantships constitute only one form of graduate stipend, they must
be considered in the wider context of other forms. The report of the AGS
Committee on Student Aid, quoted in chapter 3, recommended that the
qualified doctoral candidate receive assurance of financial support for 4- or
5-year periods. A number of universities Harvard, Wisconsin, U,C.L.A., Yale,
and others aided by recent Ford Foundation grantshave instituted such
"package" proposals, that would provide duty-free stipends in the first 2 years
of graduate study, followed by a 1- or 2-year teaching assistantship, capped by
a final year of full support for completion of the dissertation.29 Obviously
such a package is expensive, not only because of the additional amount
required for student support, but also for regular faculty salaries for those who
may have to assume some of the instruction formerly done by TA's. Assuming
that it would meet the instructional needs of the institutions, how many
stipends might be involved?

To approximate the number of stipends which might be appropriate, the
number of graduate students enrolled in the fall of 1965 can provide an
example. There were then about 359,000 first-year graduate students, 158,000
intermediate, and 20,000 terminal students.3° Probably half of the first-year

"Summary Report, 1961: Doctorate Recipients from United States Universities (Wash-
ington, D.C.: National Research Council, R.D1, May 1968), table 3-

28The number of doctoral gradtiates receiving Federal support was 24.7 percent of all
doctoral graduates that year.

"The AGS Committee on Stud:nt Aid in I965 recommended that "direct financial
support generally bo limited to five years"; and that "part-time teaching for two years Is
suggested as a reasonable maximum." Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the
Association of Graduate Schools in the Association of American Universities (Austin,
Texas: The University of Texas, 1965), pp. 83 and 84.

'CISee the summary report for 1965 cited In footnote 25.
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students were master's candidates, but most of the intermediate and all of the
terminal students were doctoral candidates. Assuming that legitimate doctoral
candidates could be identified in their 1st year of graduate study, the number
of students needing support would be around 180,000 the 1st year, 100,000 in
the intermediate years, and 20,000 in the terminal year, or a total of 300,000.
A 60.40 division between nonduty stipends and teaching assistantships would
call for 180,000 of the former and 120,000 of the latter. These figures
compare with a total of about 190,000 stipends of all types, or 63,000 TA's
and 126,000 RA's and fellowships in 1965 (see chapter 2). If these figures are
accepted as about right for the graduate enrollment at that time, then the
increases required would be 37 percent for all stipends, 30 percent for
duty-free stipends, and 48 percent for TA's. This increase assumes that all
genuine doctoral students would be receiving support, but of course it is based
on only one cohort of graduate students. If the configuration were to be
continued, the numbers would be larger in order to take care of overlapping
cohorts. These figures are meant to illustrate general orders of magnitude, and
are not intended as definitive recommendations. But they show that the poten-
tial for increased support has not been exhausted by current financial sources.

A final point concerns the adequacy of existing stipend levels. From the
scanty evidence available (and it is not very recent or comprehensive), one
gathers that Federal fellowship stipends have been adequate for the basic
subsistence needs of unmarried students and for married students without
dependents. (In the latter case, the spouse usually works.) For married students
with children, however, the stipends are often not sufficient. Obviously, then,
there is need for larger dependency allowances. And since graduate i.....ndents
suffer, like everyone else, from increases in the cost of living, there is need for
an "escalator clause" tying all stipend levels to a cost-of-living index.

Redefining the purpose of the Teaching
Assistantship

A basic conclusion of this study is that a restructuring aril strengthening of
the Graduate Teaching Assistantship is in order. Some of the needed
improvements have been analyzed by the Berkeley, Michigan State, and Cornell
University reports already discussed. The model suggested by Kc:n and Eriksen
(chapter 3) also seems practical and feasible for universities desiring to improve
their utilization of teaching assistants. But beyond these suggestions, which
universities could begin to implement in their own internal administration,
there seem to be further opportunities for reviewing, clarifying, and redefining
the purposes of the assistantship so that it can serve a more effective
educational function.

One way to achieve restructuring is suggested by the report of the ACS
Committee on Student Aid (quoted in chapter. 3), particularly that part which
says: "The teaching assistantship must be viewed as part of the graduate
student's edtication The basic premise should be that meaningful teaching
experience is an essential part, and should be an integral part of a doctoral
program." One might criticize this statement on the basis that it seems to
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require teaching experience of all doctoral students while in graduate school,
although this is presumably not its intent. If the purpose is to ensure that all
doctoral candidates have some supervised teaching experience prior to receiving
their degreeand demonstrate that they have profited from itthere can be no
disagreement with the premise.

A revised statement which would incorporate the requirement for teaching,
without violating the other essentials of doctoral training, would simply state
that all doctoral candidates must, at the appropriate time in their training,
demonstrate their capacity to carry out both instructional and :esearch tasks,
to complete requirements for the degree. For students who had had teaching
experience prior to their graduate work, the demonstration of such teaching
competence should be brief and would pose no special problems. For those
lacking the experience, some formal supervised practice would presumably be
necessary. The extent of such training and the demonstration of such
competence could best be determined by the student's department and/or
advisory committee.

If such a statement of purpose were found acceptable, then the way might
be cleared for another change in university practiceone often suggested but
seldom implemented: abolition of separate teaching and research assistantships
and replacing them with a single "graduate assistantship." Since every doctoral
candidate would, at some time in his training program, obtain both teaching
and research experience, the old invidious distinctions arising from holding one
or the other (but not both) would disappear. Further, since all student would
be required to have both types of training, neither group would enjoy or suffer
from penalties or privileges connected with incometax liabilities.

Of course there would be little point in establishing a unified graduate
assistantship unless and until it becomes possible to provide both teaching and
research training for all, or most, doctoral candidates. Since a change in name
alone would scarcely conceal the inadequacies of total support, the change in
nomenclature must be predicated on the implementation of recommendations
for equalization of support among fields, and for more extensive support.

If this proposal for restructuring the teaching assistantship is considered
impractical or undesirable, consider the fcllowing comprehensive analysis of
the faults of the present TA System, and of the ways to reform it:

Contemporary graduate education provides an opportunity for ... an
individual participation and experience in teaching, in the form of the
teaching assistantship.... This teaching experience is comparable con-
ceptually to the graduate student's opportunity to gain individual
research experience in his dissertation project. In their ptcsent relative
status, however, the two do not usually share any comparability of
emphasis, significance, or prestige. The teaching assistantship is not a
requirement of r-rist graduate programs, even for the majority of
doctoral students who may be expected to pursue an academic career.
Even less does it represent a culminating state of graduate education,
toward which a preceding sequence of advanced courses and seminars are
oriented. The student doesn't have to register for a teaching assistantship,
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nor is any unit credit offered for his involvement in it. True, the
opportunity is afforded for some personalized guidance through the
administratively-stipulated supervision of the teaching assistant by the
course instructor, but there are many indications that this may often be
observed chiefly in the breach. No committee of outstanding faculty
members is appointed to monitor and advance the student's progress in a
graded teaching experience, nor are his E.chleventents usually evaluated
by formal appraisal, nor Invariably recognized by promotion or an
increment in salary, as other university achievements may sometimes be.

By and large, a major revision of both the form and substance of the
teaching assistantship will have to be undertaken before it can attain its
potential and desirable position as a second major focus of emphasis in
American graduate education, and one designed to introduce the
doctoral candidate to and prepare him for tl. undergraduate teaching
obligations of an academic career, in the same way and to the same
extent that his dissertation experience .epares him for future career
obligations in research or scholarship. The millennium might look to an
equitable demonstration of achievement in both teaching and research
activities, on the part of graduate students, as prerequisite for the award
of the Ph.D.3 I [Emphasis added.]

Evidently Dean Magoun was not too hopeful that the millenium would
arrive in the near future, but there are signs that his views may be winning
acceptance sooner than he expected. The President of the AGS at the 1966
meeting, Dean Sanford S. Elberg of Berkeley, listed a number of needed
reforms in doctoral programs, including establishment of "the principle that
training both as a pedagogue and as a professional researcher is an integral part
of the Ph.D., by making periods of service as teaching assistant and research
assistant mandatory for each student prior to candidacy."32 And at the same
meeting, the Committee on Student Aid declared with respect to teaching
assistants that "their teaching experience should be made an integral part of
their whole doctoral program and carefully designed to produce good
undergraduate teachers." These quotations seem to indicate that Dean
Magoun's views have expressed and reinforced a wider consensus. If Govern
ment policies and top university administrators would make it possible to
implement them more widely, both graduate - teaching assistants and higher
education generally would clearly benefit.

The LongTerm Future: Prospects for improvement

The immediate outlook for graduate education is perplexing, primarily
because of the uncertain impact of Selective Service on young men who are, or

31Dean Horace W. Magoun (of U.C.L.A.), chairman of the AGS Committee on Post.
doctoral Education, Journal of Proceedings and Addresses of the Association of
American Universities, 1965, p. 106.

32AGS, Journal of Proceeding:, 1966, oµ cit., pp. 14-15.
33ftdd., p. 28.
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might otherwise have been, regularly enrolled graduate students. But a longer
view of the problems of higher education must be considered. Like other crises
the nation has undergone, this one will probably pass and the Nation's
universities will undoubtedly survive. At some point in the future, the flow of
young men and women into the Nation's graduate and professional schools will
be reestablished. At that time, university faculties and administrators will be
able to regroup their forces, refine and reshape their goals, and restructure
many of their traditional procedures. But will they be able to cope more
effectively with the TA System and its many related problems, described in
detail in this volume, to which the system has given rise? What are the basic
trends involved and how may they affect the outcome?

Anyone who has read carefully the many recent discussions of curriculum
reform, of the purposes of doctoral training, and of the goals of undergraduate
education must have been impressed by a new and widespread interest in the
quality of teaching in higher education. flow deep or lasting the interest will
be, no one can now predict. But that it does exit is the impression of many
experienced observers. For example, Allan Cartter, in an article on "University
Teaching and Excellence," has written:

The last tan years, beginning with Sputnik, represents a period when the
overriding concern of higher Education has been with research and
graduate education. For the next decade, however, as can be predicted
from the evolving policies of Federal agencies, private foundations, and
the universities themselves, and as is underlined by the current spasms of
student unrest, the primary concern of college educators will be with
teaching.3 4

Ani in the same issue of The Educational Record, Martin Trow makes a similar
observation as part of the introduction to his article "Undergraduate Teaching
at Large State Universities":

In the past few years, there has been a growing feeling among many
American educators that undergraduate education is not gettinj
the attention and resources that it deserves.... The heightened concern
about undergraduate education takes many different forms.3 5

Trow's article is an analysis of the problems he believes to be inherent in the
very structure of undergraduate teaching in large public institutions, and which
observant readers will also find to be characteristic of large rapidly growing
institutions, public or private. The most important of these characteristics
Trow believes to be the following:

1. A relatively poor faculty-student ratio;
2. A research-oriented faculty with a gerwine but limited interest in

undergraduate teaching;
3. A student body that is on the average relatively weaker and also far

34See The Educational Record, Vol. VII, No. 3 (Summer 1966), p. 189.
35/b1d., p. 303.
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more heterogeneous in academic ability and motivation than the stn
ent bodies at selective private colleges and universities;

4. Organizational patterns that make curriculum revision and innovation
fairlyeasy within departments and rather difficult across departments."

Of the reverel conclusions that Trow dtaws from this analysis, one is
unmistakably clear:

First , there must be an improvement hi faculty resources allocated to under-
graduate teaching. . :fills probably cannot he gained by rearranging teach-
ing responsibilities or by exhorting university teachers to spend less time on
research and more on teaching. Those who speak of a "flight from the class-
room" seem to suggest that if that flight could be halt( 3 or reversed, under-
graduates would get the teaching they need. However, I believe that inade-
quate teaching in the big state universities can be attributed more to the rela-
tively small resources budgeted for undergraduates than to this alleged
flight.37

Will the additional faculty resources materialize? Trow, in another article,
did not seem optimistic:

The problems of comprehensive higher education are endemic to the under-
graduate colleges of big state universities. I doubt if they will become more
selective; indeed, if the pressure for places from state residents forces them
to cut back their admissions of out-of-state students, they may well become
effectively iess selective.... In any event, the enormous heterogeneity of
the students will persist, and be especially marked in the fiat tsk a years."

The many problems posed by this conclusion are heightened by Trow's
analysis of the kind of faculty recruited by the larger institutions: ".. . in the
leading state universities, faculty are recruited and retained primarily on the
basis of scholarly achievement or promise,"1 g and "the majority of university
teachers are certainly not interested primarily in teaching.' °

The conflict inherent in the opposing trends analyzed by Trow is described
in terms remarkably similar by another astute observer of American society,
Edward Shils of the University of Chicago. In a series of "Observations on the
American University," he observes That the apparent chaos of American higher
education is in fact marked by the gradual emergence of a national university
system which, he says,

"AU, p. 307.

"Trow "The Undergraduate Dilemma," op. rte., p. 39.
390p. cit., p. 306.

"id. For information showing a strong correlation between the type of assistantship held

36/bld., p. 316.

In graduals school, and subsequent employment. sea appendix B.

judging the quality of an institution is the research which its members

their predominance as research universities. Their eminence comes from

subsequent achievements of their Ph.D.'s in research. The standard for
the quality of the research published by their staff members and by the

publish. Productivity in research and publication becomes the standard

has two faces. The central universities of the country have established
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by which university and college teachers judge themselves and are judged
by others....

Meanwhile, the number of undergraduates increases. To have a B.A. for
all sorts of ill-understood reasons becomes a goal of the multitudes which
many attain; and as they do so, those, through whose hands they must
pass to reach that goal, care less and less about it. The teaching of
undergraduates is coming to be regarded as the activity of juniors, of
misfits and of eccentrics who enjoy it.... Undergraduates are thought of
increasingly as an affliction or as a reservoir from which promising young
men and women can be selected for the career of lesearch.4 I

The constellation of forces and trends noted by these observers probably
indicates the nature of the context within which universities will have to act in
their attempts to improve the quality of teaching and in the relative emphasis
they give to preparetion for teaching in their doctoral programs. The possibility
of reforms in the TA System is limited by this larger context. Universities
which place a premium on the research ability of their senior faculty are
unlikely to devote much attention to teaching competence in their training
programs or to methods of employing junior faculty. Nor are the TA's
themselves likely to be concerned about effective teaching if they see that
senior colleagues are employed and promoted primarily on the basis of their
reputation for research. To expect TA's and their faculty mentors to follow a
reward system not prevalent in their own institutions is unrealistic.

The context within which the TA System evolves is marked, then, by
conflicting trends. OA the one hand, there is a noticeable new interest in the
quality of teaching, caused undoubtedly in part by the very heterogeneity of
the undergraduate cultural and educational background noted by Martin Trow.
At the same time, there is a pervasive, powerful public sentiment to further
democratize higher educationto make it possible for all qualified American
youths to obtain at least 2 years of formal education beyond high school. In
the past 10 years much progress has been made in achieving this goal, primarily
through new Federal programs of student loans and grants and by direct
Federal and State assistance for expansion of physical facilities to accommo-
date larger numbers of students. Additional efforts in this direction can surely
be expected.

But, as Trow and Shils have noted, at the same time that higher education
becomes more widely available, the social value of a bachelor's degree declines,
and with it, the interest of the faculty in undergraduate, particularly lower
division, teaching. The reward system within universities which accords priority
to research and advanced-level training is sustained and reinforced by Federal
programs which provide financial support for the same purposes. Can
individuals or institutions ignore or combat these pressures? Only, it seems, if
the general public is sufficiently concerned about the quality of teaching to
accord it a higher priority, and, in turn, if it is reinforced by tangible financial
support of a magnitude much larger than any heretofore provided.

41 Edward Shill, "Observations on the American University," Universities Quarterly, Vol.
XVII, No. 2 (March 1963), pp. 154,185.
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APPENDIX A

Statistical Tables

Table Al. Growth in Regular Faculty and in Junior Instructional Staff,
1953-1065

Year

Faculty for Resident Instruction,
instructor or Above Junior Instructional Staff

Number Full-Time Equivalent Number % of Col. 2 % of Col. 3

1 2 3 4 5 6

1953 182,028 140,304 26,619 143 18.9
1955 197,791 161,322 30,138 15.2 19.9
1957 226,536 177,554 33,950 15.0 19.1
1959 244,461 182,283 38,619 15.8 20A
1981 266,624 208,277 46,063 17.3 22.1
1963 306,459 237,387 52,694 17.3 22.2
1965 367,000 285,000 65,000 17.7 22.8

Sources. For the years 1953-63, Faculty and Other Professional Staff in Institutions of
Higher Education, Fall Term, 1963-64, Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office
of Education, 0E-53000-64, Circular No. 794 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 19661, table 13, P.
18. For 1965, Projections of Educational Statistics to 1975-76, by Kenneth A. Simon
and Marie G. Fullam, Dept. of Health, Education, end Welfare, Office of Education,
0E-10030-66 !Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1966), tables 27 and 28,
pp. 49 and 51.

Table Al. Total Junior Instructional Staff, and Number and Percent
in Public and Private Institutions, 1955 to 1963

Year

Total Jr.
Instructional

Staff

Jr. Instructional Staff
in Public I nst:tutIons

Jr. Instructional Staff
In Private Institutions

Number Number % Number %

1955 30,138 16,715 52.1 14,423 47.9
1957 33,950 18,577 54.7 15,373 45.3
1959 38,619 22,059 57.1 16,561 42.9
1981 48,063 27,605 59.9 18,458 40.1
1963 52,694 33,818 64.2 18,878 35.8

%

Increase
74.8 116.2 - 30.9 -

Source: Faculty and Other Profeulonal Staff, 1961 -62, op. on., P. 89; ibid., 1963-64,
table 6, p. 9.
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Table A-3. Number and Percent of Graduate Student Stipends, by Academic Fields and Areas, 19e6.

Academic Fields and Areas Or Elms
Enroll.
mints

All Stipends
Teaching

Assistantships
Research

Assistantships Fellowships Scholarships

Number % of
Enroll.
mints

Number % of
Stipends

Number % of
Stipends

Number %of
Stipends

Number % of
Stipends

Education 133,47d 32,222 24 8,872 21 3,500 11 8,958 28 12,887 40

Humanities
English and Journalism 22,860 11,383 rz0 4,879 43 425 4 3,669 31 21488 22
Floe and Applied Arts 16,015 7,307 49 3,163 43 600 7 1,8213 22 2,027 28

Foreign Languages 12,106 8,812 71 Nose 45 647 7 2,761 32 1,388 18

Philosophy 3,449 2,712 79 846 31 177 7 1,173 43 619 19

Subtotal 63,229 29,999 68 12,784 42 1,649 6 9,159 31 6,420 21

Pro/n*10ra fluids
Business 'Memo-rime 43,997 14,899 34 2,429 113 1A89 13 2,213 15 8,387 68
Health Pmfns Ione 8,234 8,348 77 572 9 1,729 21 3,301 52 743 12

Library Science 7683 2,262 30 280 13 113 s 465 20 1,402 82
Religion 8,110 4,617 74 483 10 so 1 2,137 48 1,865 41

Soder, Work.Social Admin. 8,901 7,109 80 37 1 200 3 4,014 CO 1865 27

Subtotal 78,806 36,123 47 3,781
3333

11 3,991 12 13,020 37 14,322 40

Selma Fields
Biologic& Sciences 23,660 22,421 95 8,670 29 8,109 27 7,377 33 2,383 11

Physical Sciences 34.031 34,128 100 11,670 34 10,660 31 7,475 22 4,420 13

Mathematics & Statistics 18,228 13,150 72 4,844 37 1,478 11 3,068 30 2,880 22

Agriculture at Forestry 5,821 5,414 96 603 9 3,274 81 1,144 21 493 9
Engineering 64,318 32,745 60 4,719 14 8,880 27 9,727 30 9,438 29



Subtotal 135,886 107.856 79 28,208 26 30,379 28 29,691 28 19.574 18

Social A Behavioral Sci.
Psychology 13,732 9977 73 2,707 27 3,231 32 2,991 30 1,047 11

History 14,565 7,918 54 2,819 33 649 8 3,017 39 1,529 20
All other Soc. Scl. 38,340 22,556 82 5,273 23 4,908 22. 36 4,229 19

Subtotal 64,837 40,349 62 10,699 26 8,788 22

.8,145

14,153 3t 6,806 17

Miscellaneous 15,490 _1M 35
.=:.

1
1
190 22...._ 736 14= 1,644 30 1,818 34=

477,535 260,937 83,412 26 49,043 78,823 81,824Grand Total* 63 19 31 25

Source: Hun tr, The Academic and Financial Status of OflOilite Students, op. cit.
Since the survey dots we based on a sample, results hems been "blown up" to reprevent that portion of the fall, 1964, graduate enrollment which they

represent. Consequently, all rx.mbers hews been rounded, and both numbers end permits are approximate.



rable A4. Profile of Graduate Student Stipend Holders, by Hours per Week Worked for Stipend, 1966

ITEM

Totals %Working Sindow Hours

Nurnbet
Under
10 hrs.

10to 14
hours

15 to 111
hours

20 to 24
hour.

25 to 29
hours

30 to 34 1

hours
38 to 30

hours
40 and
over

Sex
Men 83,378 80 12 18 14 34 3 4 2 15
Women 21,409 20 17 16 14 28 6 5 3 13

A
23 and under 20..13 20 14 18 18 30 3 4 2 11
24 to 28 64,167 62 12 16 12 as 4 6 2 15
29 and ow

hrtittst Sesta
scononsk onus

29,805 28 14 14 13 32 3 4 3 17

High 32,772 31 13 18 14 34 3 6 2 13
low 72,018 89 13 16 13 33 4 4 2 18

Enrottonitnt Status
Full tins 77,168 74 13 10 14 33 3 4 2 16
Part tins 27,830 28 13 13 12 34 2 18

Mortal Status
Single, no depenttents 47,880 48 12 17 11 34 3 2 12
Single, dependents 3,176 3 16 19 30 7 8 12
Married, dependents 24,761 23 i4 13 14 32 4 2 18
Married, dependents 29,972 28 14 t4 11 33 4 4 1 19



&W m** Profpeu
hlastort °widens
Leos than 1 year 22,407 22 14 20 18 28 4 4 2 10

More ttun 1 year 34,577 34 13 14 14 35 4 4 2 14

Ph.D. Comfichtes
Ow f yeer
Not working on Thoth 10,770 11 '.6 14 12 40 3 3 2 11

Working on thesis 33A85 33 12 14 10 32 3 9 2 20

Source: OE Survey of 1965,0P. ciL



APPENDIX B

The Relationship Between Experience as a Graduate Teaching or
Research Assistant and Later Postdoctoral Employment

The purpose of this appendix is to present, and to analyze briefly, some
data which have rnently become available on the relationship between work as
a eye:loge assistant and subsequent employment. The data have been drawn
from the Doctorate Records File of the National Academy of Sciences
National Research Council, and reflect the graduate school experience and
subsequent employment of all United States doctoral graduates of 1966
through 1968.

Table B1 'how: the number of doctoral graduates who were employed by
colleges and universities or by "all other" employers; the number who had had
experience in graduate school as teaching or research ass stants; and the mean
number of semesters' experience as TA or RA. It is this mean number of
semesters' experience which provides the interesting comparison in the table.
For as one glances down columns (I) and (2), from "Biological Sciences"
through "Humanities, Arts, and Professions," it becomes apparent that those
who were employed in higher education had had more extensive experience as
TA's than those employed by "all other" employers. This is true of all major
academic areas.

Timing to columns (3) and (4), one finds that the converse is generally
true. That is, those employed a "ill other" employers had had more extensive
experience as RA's than those who were employed by colleges or universities.
The only apparent exception is in "Humanities, Arts, and Professions;' where
the difference in experience is negligible, an1 is accounted for by the fact that
hardly any of the graduates in the arts and humanities are employed outside of
higher education.

Table 84 shows employers in only two categories colleges and universities,
and "all other." Table 132 provides further detail on the type of function
performed within colleges and universities by all those graduates employed by
these institutions. And as one glances through the table, it becomes apparent
that (I) those teaching hnd had more experience as TA's than as RA's, and (2)
those performing research in higher education had had more experience as
RA's than as TA's. These two conclusions hokl tut in each actdernk area
shown. 'There are no exceptions.

The date presented in the two tables show a remarkably consistent and
strong pattern. Note specifically, they show that the experience of teaching in
graduate school is closely associated with later employment In higher education
and with teaching in a college or university; and that, conversely, experience as
a research eassisUnt in graduate school is strongly correlated with later
employment in research, either in higher education or, to an even pester
degree, in activities and orgudzations other than higher education.

A suong correlation, such as that shown by these data does not, of course,
prove the existence of a simple caust.and.effect relationship. Another
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explanation might be that a strong interest or disposition prior to graduate
school led individuals to seek either a teaching or a research assistantship, and
that the experience so gained provided the incentive, as well as the qualifying
experience, for subsequent employment in a similar type of activity. !n other
words, the TA or RA experience reinforced and confirmed an earlier interest.

In either case it seems clear that there is a strong tendency for behavior
patterns to be ccnsistent, in graduate school and beyond, as regards the
teaching/research differential. This suggests that all students who are interested
and qualified should be given the opportunity to serve in both kinds of
appointment, so that they could make their career choices on the basis of
fitst.hurd experience.

Table B.1. Relationship Between Experience as a Graduate Assistant
and Postdoctoral Employment: U.S. Doctral Graduates
of 1B66-611 (Men On IA° by Major Academic Area

Academic Area

Postdoctoral Employers of:

Teething Assistants Research Assistants

Co!tege or
University

All Other
College or
University

All Other

(1) ;21 (3) (41

I. Rio coke Sciences
A. No. of eoetos1 graduates 949 93 1179 998
b. Mean No of Semester

ex parknee
417 3.77 4.61 4.09

2. Enflinterel, Mathematics,
Phys. Sc'tncet

a. No. of doctoral graduates 278$ 3260 2898 3884
b. Mean No. of Semesters' 4.10 3.81 4.47 4,74

Experience

3. Social Sciences finch.ckv
Pty

a. No. 41 doctoral graduates 1897 829 1281
b, Mean No. of Semest. -1* 3.66 3.40 3.62 3.63

Experience

4. elusruhities, Ark Pro ',Word
a. No. of doctoral pacluites 2798 091 000 431
b. Mears No. of Semesters' 4.02 038 3.10 3,00

E aperient*

'Although data shown here are for men Petty, the same trends are evident in the figures for
men and worms pliduettoi combined. 140evtatt, s'N MAW graduates tend to be C011041.
tratal primetRy In the Nostra/to fief&

Source: office of Scientific PeraorwNel, Nations! Academy of St iencoNationd Research
Council. Previously unpublished data oupplied through Mutter/ of Or. Cindery
R. Harmon, Director of Research.
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Table E1-2. Postdoctoral Employment in Higher Education, by Major Function
and Academic Area: Doctoral Graduates of 4.966-88 (Men Only)

Biological Sclera*

Nature of Employment
In High's Education

Mean Number of Semesters' Experience of Graduates Who Were:
Research A uis is nVit1=tii187-no n ten s

1. Teaching (N 4271 4.93 4.25
2. Research (N 142) 3.70 5.10
3. Admintstretion

IN 7) 8.29 3.68
4. Other IN 373) 3.89 4.69

Enpinewing, Mathematics and PAyske Sciences

Nature of Employment
In Higher Education

Mean Nyrt of Semesters' Ex rent.* of Graduates Who Were

Research Assistants (N 2898)"ceeching Assistants (N 2768)

1. Teaching (N 1418) 4.68 4.18
2. Research IN 4141 3.70 4.81
3. Administration

IN 10) 330 5.00
4. Other (N 920) 3.65 4.83

Social Solana flnCfvding Ptychologyl

stfrire of trnployment
in Higher Education

Mean Number of Semesters' Experience o sitristuates Who Were:

Teaching Assistants IN 1897) Restersh Assistants 1280)

1. Teaching IN 1538) 3.71 3.31
2. Research IN 124) 3.68 4.22
3. Administration

IN * 161 337 2.33
4. Other (N 220) 3.28 3.84 1

Monamtiet, Arts toll Prolestkos (Intivdint (*Wien)

Nature of Empfoyrnent
in Higher Education

Mean Number of Semesters' Experienceof Graduates Who Were:
Teaching Assistants IN 27981 Research Aussie/et (N *11821

1. Teaching IN 2390) 4.16 2.24
2. Research IN 831 3.02 416
3. Administration

IN 18) 227 2.78
4. Other (P4 1011 322 3.30

Soutar Nations' Academy of kencts.Nationt Research Council. Previa,* unpublished
dais wooled through -P.Ourtny of Or. Lindsey R. Harmon, Director of Ams,
Office of Scientific Peru:As-A
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